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(Brad). [motion picture]

1950's

6‐0749

Documents a young boy, around four years of age, as he
plays in a day care situation. Also shows other activities
such as tying his shoes and taking a nap.

(Europe trip). [motion picture]

1954

20‐0053

Part 2 ‐ Berlin Germany and the sign saying "You are
now leaving the British sector", destruction from World
War II, a soccer game, castles, houses, trains and other
boats on a river, and a helicopter trip to see sights. Also
sights in Holland and a town square where paintings are
being sold, a ferry trip, windmills and tulip gardens, and
shipyards. Finally on to England and the site of the "Lion
Tower, AD 1250", the English countryside, and airplanes
takinf off.

(Europe trip). [motion picture]

1954

20‐0053

Part 1 ‐ Shows the family leaving on a Cunard Lines liner
for a trip to Europe. Shows some of the activities on
board the ship, the Killarney Cork Ferry transporting
passengers from the ship, Paris France and the Eiffel
Tower, sights in Italy including a steel mill and Rome,
mountains and mountain villages, Weissenburg,
roadsigns to Br FC nig Luzern and Meiringen,
paddleboating on a river, and street vendors selling
vegetables.

1975

6‐1200

no description

DVD 002 441

Shows some of the entries for the 1951 VEISHEA parade
at the beginning of the parade route. Isabel Giles doing
a Peruvian dance in 1961.

1983 Death Valley Invitational
1983
highlights.[motion picture] / cWOI ‐ TV,

Arc Vid 113

A golf outing at the Iowa State University Veenker Golf
Course for ISU coaches and media personalities.

1984 Olympic finals.[motion picture]
/ cABC News.

1984

Arc Vid 079

The Gold medal races in the women's 400m hurdles and
the men's 4x400m.

1990 football preview.[motion picture]
. cIowa State University.

1990

Arc Vid 109

im and Pete talk about the Iowa State University
Heisman candidate Blaise Bryant, show highlights from
the 1989 season, and comment on players and goals.

20th annual VEISHEA. [motion picture]

1941

4‐0801

Shows some of the opening ceremonies for the 1941
VEISHEA at Iowa State. Includes the dedication of the
four figures by Christian Petersen in the fountain on the
north side of the Memorial Union, ROTC student
maneuvers on central campus, the Chemical Engineering
Building, archery competition, the parade with the
Queen of Queens, marching band and floats.

26th Fire School

1950

(NFO "33)
[motion picture]
…And especially myself
10 Little Indians
1951 VEISHEA, Isabel Giles Peruvian
dance.[motion picture] /Iowa State
University.
1970 Fire School

26th Fire School
26th Fire School

1950

4‐H

ND
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4‐H boys club: [motion picture] / Corn
club project, Scott County, Iowa.

1931

DVD 003 335

Farm field preparation, selecting corn, drying seed corn,
comparing varieties, the harvesting committee, and the
1931 Scott County Iowa husking contest.

4‐H. Enrollment [motion picture] / Iowa
State University

1951

DVD 001 390

Paul Taft, of Agriculture and Home Ec Extension
discusses the purpose of 4‐H, what young people can get
out of it, and the International Youth Exchange. Shows a
young man on a farm tending cattle, doing record
keeping, and picking corn. Also shows a young woman
weeding a flower garden, examining a furniture project,
and putting preserves into a kitchen cabinet.

50th Annual Iowa State fire school

1975

4‐6854

Shows some of the highlights from the 50th Annual Fire
School held at Iowa State University June 11‐14, 1974.
Included are remarks at the opening ceremony held in
Hilton Coliseum, exhibits including a 1877 steam
powered pumper called "Old Betsy", and the awards
ceremony. Also shows fire fighters from around the
state as they participate in various training exercises
fighting fires and using breathing equipment to enter
smoke filled buildings. Marvin Anderson, Robert Parks,
Robert Ray, Paul Soner, Harry D. (Corkrun), Robert C.
(Byress), Keith Royer.

4‐6854

Shows some of the highlights from the 50th Annual Fire
School held at Iowa State University June 11‐14, 1974.
Included are remarks at the opening ceremony held in
Hilton Coliseum, exhibits including a 1877 steam
powered pumper called "Old Betsy", and the awards
ceremony. Also shows fire fighters from around the
state as they participate in various training exercises
fighting fires and using breathing equipment to enter
smoke filled buildings.

Arc Vid 013

Background and history of the Iowa State University
student radio station KUSR and a silent panoramic view
of the station.

4‐H

50th Annual Iowa State Fire School

8 row corn planter

ND

About KUSR.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.
Action is the word

ND

Activities of the Iowa State College
Band: [motion picture]

1943

4‐7571

Part 1 ‐ Shows the marching band, director, and drum
major at Clyde Williams Stadium during the 1943
football season. Iowa Pre‐flight game October 2nd,
Nebraska game October 16th. Part 2 ‐ An away game
possibly at Drake University in Des Moines and the "Four
Freedoms", (worship, want, speech, and fear) show at
Clyde Williams Stadium in Ames.

Advanced wrestling

1970

8‐9110

Advanced wrestling techniques taught at Iowa State by
coach Harold Nichols. The moves are demonstrated by
Iowa State wrestlers Dan Gable and Dave Martin.
Techniques and positions covered include take downs,
reversals, Granby roll, whizzer, counters, riding, pinning,
and scissors.

ND

8‐5858

Lippisch, Alexander

Aerodyne models: development of the a ND

8‐5857

Lippisch, Alexander

AEC's 25th anniversary at ISU
Aerodyne models [motion picture]
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4‐7572

Dean Kildee examines some of the trophies won by Iowa
State agriculture students. Shows draft horse judging
outside of the horse barns on campus, cattle feed
experiments, live and carcass cattle judging, brood sow
obersvation, and preparing animals for show. Also
shows Dairy Husbandry students, Poultry Husbandry
students numbering eggs and banding chicks.
Agricultural Engineering tractor operation study, and
Horticulture students doing tree grating, peony and iris
production, and pruning.

Ag at ISC
Ag at ISC

Agalsygamy: Isogamy in Chlamydomonas
Agri. Travel Films
Agricultural experiment station
centennial.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1991

Arc Vid 041

Various speakers at the program celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the founding of the Iowa State University
Agricultural Experiment Station. President Gordon
Eaton, David Topel, Beverly Crabtree, Richard Ross.

Agricultural Frontiers. [motion picture]

ND

DVD 002 924

Tells the story of agriculture in Iowa from the time of
the first settlers up to 1927. Discusses the family farm,
types of crops grown, and shows some of the farm
equipment used through histroical reenactments.

Agricultural tractor safety

1976

12‐7740

The Iowa State Traveling Ags take a trip south where
they visit cattle, sheep hog, and poultry ranches, enjoy a
meal served outdoors under palm trees, and inspect
various types of crops. They take a cruise on a harbor
where there are cargo ships and the paddle wheel ship
"President". Also they look over the city and the Armour
and Swift stockyards.

DVD 001 513

Agronomy ‐ Tells of soils and farm crop courses offered
at Iowa State. Shows soil management students studying
bacteria in the nodules of legumes, a field trip led by
Professor Firkins on soil formations, taking soil samples,
and testing for lime, the study of factors determining
quality and market value of grain, and learning the
methods of grading. Industrial Education ‐ Tells how
students are prepared to become teachers of Industrial
Arts in junior and senior high schools, and shows the
production of ornamental concrete garden vases, wood
turning to make a bowl, and the casting of aluminum.
Landscape Architecture ‐ Shows students in the studio,
planting a shrub, and studying a model homestead.

6‐0084

Shows how certified seed, automation, and farmers and
ranchers are responsible for tremendous changes in
agriculture.

Agriculture at ISC
Agronomy travel film. [motion picture]

1955

Agronomy, Industrial Education,
1941
Landscape Architecture. [motion picture]

Alarming Problem
Alfalfa in the Age of Automation
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Alfalfa's new age. [motion picture]

1980

6‐1059

Details the ork of the alfalfa research department at
Pioneer Hi‐Bred in developing higher‐yield, pest‐
resistant alfalfa seed through genetic research. The
seven to ten year process of introducing a new alfalfa
variety is traced from the selection and breeding of
parent plants through cultivar harveting and seed
production.

Ames :[motion picture] / bThe center of 1987
it all. cAmes Chamber of Commerce,
Economic Development Commission ;
producer, Michelle Warnke ; director,
Steve Kurtenbach.

Arc Vid 002

Promotional video for the city of Ames, Iowa shows the
schools, Iowa State University, neighborhoods,
recreation, industry, business, organizations, other
aspects of life in the town. Ames Chamber of
Commerce, Economic Development Commission ;
producer, Michelle Warnke ; director, Steve Kurtenbach.

Ames and Washington D.C. [motion
picture]

1945

4‐7437

Yards and gardens with blooming trees and Catt Hall,
(Old Botany ) on the Iowa State University campus.
Washington D. C. and cherry blossoms, the Washington
Monument, and a airship flying overhead.

Ames centennial. [motion picture]

1964

8‐0161

Shows the Ames centennial parade as it travels west
down Main Street. Parade includes past mayors,
politicians, mayors from surrounding towns, floats,
novelty units, farm equipment, old sutomobiles
including a Saturn, and marching band from Ames,
Webster City, Maxwell, Colo, and West Marshall. Also
highlights from a stage production with dancers from
different eras of Ames history.

Ames International Orchestra Festival. [

ND

6‐0691

no description

Ames nursery school. [motion picture]

1932

8‐0018

Shows a typical day at the Ames Nursery School with the
students arriving, being checked by a nurse, receiving
their daily cod liver oil and fruit juice, and other shots if
necessary. Also shows students at free play and
structured activities, nap time, and meal times. Tells of
the centers can and bottle drive, how the nursery
employs a gardener to tend crops for them, how they
can their own garden produce, and serve it to the
students.

1946

4‐0880

Two men, ( H.L., elected president of West Story County
Red Cross in 1946 to replace the retiring Roger ) meet in
an office. A female Red Cross worker takes the Red
Cross Wagon to a elementary school to deliver a small
box of childens clothing. After showing them to another
woman, four girls and two boys are brought into a
clasroom and given clothes. Some of them then model
the clothes and the girls hold up Red Cross donation
containers.

American Agricultural Delegation in the
American Delegates to USSR
American Phytopathological Society, part 1928
America's wildlife

Ames International Orchestra Festival

Ames Red Cross
Ames Red Cross. [motion picture]
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Ames slums. [motion picture]

1933

4‐7602

Shows a run down area on the edge of town with
shacks, junk cars and other debris in the yard. Possibly
the area south of Lincolnway and east of South Duff.
Also shows automobiles on a paved road and some of
the homes and businesses on the other side of the road.

Among the corn rows with the 4‐Hers.
[motion picture]

1932

4‐0894

Scott County Iowa 4‐H club members demonstrate their
farm projects. Shown is testing seed corn before
planting, grading for an even drop,seed‐bed
preperation, planting with horse drawn planter, and
other field workb eing done by hand, with horses, and
with tractors. Also Ringneck pheasant breeding, hog
production, a State Fair entry, livestock judging, forestry,
1932 Harvesting Committee, plot judging, hand picking
of corn, Champion baby beef, grain judging, the
Beckman Trophy and Champion club colt.

1991

Arc Vid 046

Discribes the process of establishing a training program
for a business. Discusses assessment of needs, program
design, implementation and evaluation.

4‐7695

Blond maple furniture in the correct scale for children to
use is shown with the aid of two small girls in a home
like setting. Shows how the furniture can grow up with
the child. Also shows how they can put away their toys,
hang their cloths up when dressing for bed, and reach
lights.

Arc Vid 020L

Speakers discuss facts and assumptions about BGH.
moral principles involved, objections and ways to
alleviate some of the problems with it. Also
methodology for reaching decisions concerning ethical
issues, problems related to biotechnology in agriculture
and DNA research. The panel also answers questions
from the floor. November 4, 1987, 3 pm.

12‐0758

Shows the techniques of collecting, diluting and
preparing semen for shipment, the selection and
examination of stud bulls, and methods to be used on
the farm for best results from artifical insemination
programs.

Artists in the schools: Bob Aiken [motion 1972

8‐5703

Aiken, Bob. Pottery ‐ American. Artisits as teachers.

Away with the wind. [motion picture] /
Home movies of New England coast trip

8‐4065

Home movies of New England coast trip. Sights of the
New England coast including lighthouses, Vinyard Haven
Wes Chop, Tisbury Island Ferry, Gayhead, and children
playing in the water and building sand castles.

4‐7677

Shows a trained worker as he handles baby birds,
racoons, skunk, squirrels, and a snake. Also scenes of
the Horticulture garden on campus.

8‐0150

Infants ‐ bathing.

Arc Vid 063

Segments of students returning to school.

An overview of Iowa
Anatomy of a training program.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University ;
producers, Lee Stater, Eileen M. Smith,

Appropriate furniture and equipment
1938
help the child grow up. [motion picture]

APS 1928
Are they just cows?[motion picture]
/ bEthical problems ‐ ladder of
methodology. cIowa State University.

1987

Are you inviting lightning

ND

Artificial insemination. [motion picture]

1954

Artificial respiration

1960

1948

Baby birds and animals

Baby's daily bath. [motion picture]

1948

Back to school.[motion picture] / cIowa 1987
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4‐0375

The jobs of the scaler, mixer, divider, panner, oven
loader and oven dumper in a bakery are explained.
Technical jobs such as chemists, bacteriologists and
production managers are also discussed.

8‐9109

Basic wrestling techniques taught at Iowa State by coach
Harold Nichols. The moves are demonstrated by Iowa
State wrestlers Dan Gable and Dave Martin. Techniques
and positions covered include stance, hand position,
penetration, take down, escape reversal, whizzer,
counters, breakdown to pin, and scissors. Length: 14:15.

Bacon "Egg Roll"
Bacon and Ham commercial
Bacon commercial ‐ John Morrell
Baking Industry

Basic wrestling

1970

Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball ‐ Iowa Sate vs. Wisconsin

1966‐1967

Beef controversy.[motion picture]
/ cKCCI ‐ TV.

1988

Arc Vid 027

A Channel 8 news report on the issue of the right of
Iowa State University to broadcast facts about links
between the eating of red meat and cancer.

ND

4‐0805

Barbecue ‐ A narrator tells why the steak a man was
getting ready to eat has turned out so well. Artistry ‐ A
paintng instructor tells his students to get the right
amount of fat, marbeling, and proper smoothness.

1969

4‐0816

From note with fil: "Hycam High speed photos
Beefmaker II ‐ snapping and feeding action. 480‐500
frames/sec. 1st series ‐ Feeding action 2 1/2 mph field
speed. 520 rpm roll speed. 2nd series ‐ Feeding action
5‐6 mph field speed. 520 rpm roll speed. Corn wintered
in shocks. 23.72% M.C. 1st roll out of focus is with roll
speed = 300rpm. Others are for roll speed = 520."

1960

DVD 000 726

A rural family plans for a visit to the college of their
daughters choice collide with the plans of an instructor.
She must decide whether to keep her own appointment
or stay to confer with the family.

Beef maker: the factual story of Stilbosol
Beef spots. [motion picture]

Beefmaker II
Beefmaker II. [motion picture]

Best Dad Blamed and Ethnic Commercial
Best laid plans. [motion picture]

Bicycling safely on the road
Big 8 Football

1978

Big 8 Highlights
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Big Bad John
Big plays
Big search
Binomial Theorem

DVD 002 767 disc 7

Biochemistry and Biophysics.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

Arc Vid 009

History of the development of the Biochemistry and
Biophysics Department at Iowa State University.

BioEthics :[motion picture] / bJack Doyle 1987

Arc Vid 020e

Jack Doyle.

BioEthics :[motion picture] / bOpening
and first presenter. cIowa State
University.

1987

Arc Vid 020f

Opening remarks by Iowa State University president
Gordon Eaton and first speaker on new or distinctive
advances in bioethic in agriculture and the future
impacy on rural America. Also hear from the sponsor of
legislation supporting the funding of biotechnology at
Iowa State University. Gordon Eaton, Fred Buttle, Paul
Johnson.

BioEthics :[motion picture] / bSession
"A". cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 020a

Speakers discuss issues surrounding biotechnology,
agriculture, the use of human cells and tissues, and
nuclear tech waste litigation. The panel also answers
questions from the floor. Deibert, Grossman, White,
Waggoner.

Biotech and ag economics[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 020i

Speakers discuss dairy farmers and biotechnology,
"Evolution of food and agriculture" ‐ bioeconomics and
issues economists face, "Issues on biotechnology" ‐ the
"green revolution" and case studies of third world
agriculture. The panel also answers questions from the
floor.

1982
Black Des Moines :[motion picture]
/ bVoices seldom heard. cWOI ‐ TV ;
Iowa State University Extension Service ;
director, Goodrich ; producer, Verda

Arc Vid 032

Tells of the history of Africn‐Americans in Des Moines,
Iowa. Focuses on the positive growths and achievements
of the areas residents and interviews various Des
Moines black resident.

Black Des Moines :[motion picture]
1985
/ bVoices seldom heard. cWOI ‐ TV ;
Iowa State University Extension Service ;
director, Goodrich ; producer, Verda

Arc Vid 032a

Tells of the history of Africn‐Americans in Des Moines,
Iowa. Focuses on the positive growths and achievements
of the areas residents and interviews various Des
Moines black resident.

Black Hawk County Extension 25th
Anniversary.[motion picture] / cBlack
Hawk County Extension.

1937

Arc Vid 001

Gives a history of Extension Service, talks about
agriculture leaders, 4‐H fashion, livestock and produce
exhibits, the 1936 Black Hawk County dairy judging team
that went to Europe, Young Farmer's Club activities in
Europe, and visits New York.

ND

8‐8771

Raw footage of two men weighing hogs on a portable
scale, moving the swine from their pens to the scale,
and taking back fat measurements. Also shows the
auctioneer and his helpers at a sale barn, farmers and
others in attendance, and the boars being shown in the
sale ring.

Birthday party ‐ Purina Dog Chow

Boar facts
Boar sale. [motion picture]

Bomb goes to press ‐ work print
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Bomb goes to press. [motion picture] /
(A yearbook story)

1955

8‐0254

Follows student photographers and editors as they work
on the Iowa State College yearbook the Bomb. We see
them doing page layout, photo selection and cropping,
typing copy, editing, proofing, shooting a baseball game
and a Lutheran group. Also visits the print shop where
employees are setting type, making up pages, printing
proofs, and printing the pages. Filmed by technical
journalism students, Iowa State College.

Book by its Cover

4‐7801

Demonstrates the method for applying a leather cover
on the spine of a book. Also shows how gold leaf is
applied to the tooled leather for the books title and for
additional decoration.

Bookkeeping and Accounting

4‐0379

Describes the many jobs which bookkeepers and
accountants perform, the tools and education each must
have, and the types of advancement possible.

Boundary Layer Flow

4‐5311

Aerofoils

Boyhood of George Washington Carver. [ 1973

8‐3235

George Washington Carver

6‐0087

Discusses the contrast in corn farmin and harvesting
from the hand‐picking of the 1920s to the mechanized
processes of today. Yesterday's hybrid corn is as
obsolete as the horse‐drawn plow: today's hybrids are
scientifically designed and inbred to meetin specific
needs, most notably higher yields, disease and pest
resistance, faster drying, and drought resistance. The
film illustrates many of the breeding and testing
methods used in the development of a hybrid corn
variety. This genetic research continues into seed
production methods and germination. In addition, corn
breeders and farm implement manufacturers work
together to improve harvesting through modern farm
machinery.

Boneless ham commercial

Boone fire footage

ND

Branstadt riding in a car
Brazil part II: Eastern Highlands

ND

Breeding corn for today's farming.
[motion picture]

1961

Broadcast Corn Harvesting Unit

1966

Brown family :[motion picture]
/ b1931 ‐ 1938. cHome movie.

1931‐1938 Arc Vid 126

Life near Tingley, Iowa during the 1930's. Shows children
playing, walking on stilts, riding horses, and at a pond
with a dog. Also shows ice cream making, men playing
croquet, sheep, hogs, cattle, a garden, household
auction, skeet shooting, laundry day, the hardware store
in town, a train, picking corn, putting it in a bin and field
work, and quilts and needlework.

Buchele talks on inventions.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1988

Arc Vid 042

Professor Wes Buchele talks to 6th graders at Edwards
Elementary School in Ames Iowa about inventions and
patents. Students brainstorm on other uses for wire
coathangers.

8‐7874

Fire extinction.

Burning Farm Question / Fire first aid. [m 1957
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California to Iowa. [motion picture]

1927

DVD 001 503

In California the group tours Sequoia National Park,
Moro Rock National Park, the gardens of Edward L.
Doheny in Beverly Hills, Wiltshire Blvd. in Los Angeles,
and views the Spanish Mission style architecture in
Balboa Park and views the San Diego Exposition grounds
from atop the tower. From there they traveled on to
see the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, payed a visit to a
Zuni Indian village near Gallup New Mexico, and went to
Mesa Verde National Park where they climbed up the
ladder to visit the cliff house village. It was then on to
the Rockey Mountains and the city of Ouray, the Rocky
Mountain National Park above Ested Park, and then
shows them arriving back in Ames where they were just
in time for the marching bands at the annual Shrine
picnic on central campus.

1941

4‐7688

The 20th annual VEISHEA in 1941. Shows the opening
ceremonies, dedication of the Petersen statues in the
Memorial Union fountain, the Queen of Queens and the
parade with marching bands and floats. Also shows
ROTC students demonstrating their skills on central
campus by running obstacle course and raising a pole
and other students participate in an archery contest.

1955

DVD 002 446

Dean Kildee examines some of the trophies won by Iowa
State agriculture students. Shows draft horse judging
outside of the horse barns on campus, cattle feed
experiments, live and carcass cattle judging, brood sow
observation, and preparing animals for show. Also
shows Dairy Husbandry students, Poultry Husbandry
students numbering eggs and banding chicks,
Agricultural Engineering tractor operation study, and
Horticulture students doing tree grafting, peony and iris
production, and pruning.

Cambered Surface
Campus ‐ 400 Special Campus
Campus events at Iowa State. [motion
picture]

Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films
Campus films / Agriculture at Iowa
State. [motion picture]
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Campus Films / Football game day.
[motion picture]

1958

4‐7558

Shows people walking along Sheldon Ave. next to Clyde
Williams Stadium, a policeman directing traffic by the
West Gate, people entering the stadium and buying
programs, the football team taking th field, highlights of
the game, cheerleaders, the fountain north of the
Memorial Union, central campus, student in a
laboratory, and ringing of the Victory Bell.

Campus films / Golf. [motion picture]

1933

DVD 002 797

Men and women playing golf at the tee, on the fairway,
puttin, and on the practice green. Also a large picnic at
the clubhouse of the Ames Golf and Country Club when
it was located east of the Iowa State Dairy Farm on
Mortensen Road.

Campus films / Home economics at
Iowa State. [motion picture]

ND

DVD 002 516

Looks at the eight department in the College of Home
Economics. Applied art students decorate fabirc, paint,
work with metal, learn about furnishing on a budget,
flower arrangement, and critque art. Textile and
Clothing students learn about purchasing fabrics,
designing clothing, and fitting patterns. Also household
equipment courses where student learn about selecting,
operating and the care of household appliances along
with commercial training, and the testing of washing
and drying methods.

Campus films / How to square up stock.
[motion picture]

1938

4‐7702

Shows a wobbly table and a sturdy one and checks their
legs for square. Demonstrates a six step processes for
the squaring up of wood stock.

Campus films / International tribute.
[motion picture]

1942

4‐7714

Shows the Iowa State marching band with women
carrying flags in a tribute to the united nations during a
performance at Clyde Williams Stadium. Also shows
some football highlights, the cheerleaders, and crowd
shots in the stand.

Campus films / Nubbin derby highlights.
[motion picture]

1934

4‐7716

Shows the Scott County husking contest that was held
on the farm of Hugo Schoff in Lincoln township. Shows
some of the crowd of almost 2, 000 people there, the
mens competition, and the 4‐H boys competition. Also
shows how the judges weighed and evaluated the corn
after the contestants had picked it and thrown it into
the horse drawn wagons.

1936

4‐7646

126 ‐ Ice skating on Lake LaVerne. (color) The lake in the
summer with the swans Lancelot and Elaine and with
ducks. 128 ‐ Shows students leaving and entering
Beardshear Hall, women approaching Margaret Hall,
wrestling in a gym, and groups of three student as they
pose for the camera. 129 ‐ The Ledges State Park near
Boone and flower gardens on the Iowa State Campus.

Campus films/ ISU Band
Campus glimpses. [motion picture]
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Campus glimpses. [motion picture]

1939

8‐0015

Shows various scenes around campus including the
Stanton Memorial Carillon, Beardshear Hall, Memorial
Union, Lake LaVerne, the new gold course, and the vet
med small animal clinic. Also shows president Friley and
students in Landscape Architecture, the soild
bacteriology laboratory, performing a tractor efficency
test, in chemical engineering, testing a diesel engine, in
the Home Ec. Nursery school, and in the physics
Department forming new glass instruments for use in
various labs.

Campus of the future.(motion picture] /

1984

Arc Vid 062

A teleconference from the University of Pittsburgh.

Campus scenes. [motion picture]

ND

6‐1209

no description

Campus views: [motion picture] / Iowa
State College

1939‐1944 DVD 002 510

Shows many scenes of the Iowa State campus during the
different seasons. Includes views of the Press Building,
Veterinary Clinic, Insectary, spring near the women's
residence halls, Women's Gym, fall colors and the
Campanile, winter near the Hub, Marston, Beardshear,
Campus Creek and Lake LaVerne. Also shows the
Pammel Court trailers, a woman with a baby outdoors
on a blanket, and some campus personalities playing
badminton and riding bicycles.

Cape Canaveral scences. [motion
picture]

ND

4‐7829

A trip to the Kennedy Space Center in Florida, scenes
from along the highway, a lunar landing module on
display, the crawler transporter used to carry the Apollo
/ Saturn 5 to the launch pad, and a bus tour of the
facility.

Care & feeding of a fire

ND

Care & maintenance of fire hose

ND

Carl Lellen, BS S&H 1937, DVM
1939.[motion picture] / cIowa State
University.

1991

Arc Vid 053

In an interview, Dr. lelleen talks about the 22 years he
spent as a USDA federal poultry inspector and his
whistle blowing activities in 1982. He blames the 1980's
salmonella outbreak on irresponsible inspections.

Carrie Chapman Catt :[motion picture]
/ bIowa State University's most
distinguished graduate. cIowa State
University Media Production Unit.

1991

Arc Vid 036

The life of Carrie Chapman Catt and her many
contributions to the equality of women. Stresses her
work in the women's sufferage movement. Developed
by Laura Kline, University Archivist, Iowa State
University Parks Library.

Cattle feeders. [motion picture]

1962

DVD 002 929

Shows three cattle feeders who show a great disparity in
their facilities and methods for handlig cattle.

Cattle feeders. [motion picture] / Iowa
Grain and Feed Association

1962

DVD 002 929

Shows three cattle feeders who show a great disparity in
their facilities and methods for handlig cattle.

Cattle ranch. [motion picture]

ND

4‐3369

Scenes of a cattle ranch. Pioneer Beef Cattle.

Celebrating a century :[motion picture]
/ bAmes / ISU YMCA, 1890 ‐
1990. cAmes / ISU YMCA ; director, D.

1990

Arc Vid 031

Covers the history and accomplishments over the one
hundred years of the Ames / ISU YMCA existence. Part
of a year long celebration of the first century.

Campus on parade

Canned ham commercial

Centennial Homecoming
Champion
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Charleston South Carolina to
Wilmington Delaware. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 402

Iowa State College Landscape Architecture Professor
Elwood takes students on a tour of the southern and
eastern United States. In Charleston S.C. they visit parks
and charming gardens in the old section of town, the old
cotton exchanges, Pringle House, old garden house, St.
Phillips church, Pirates House, garden club wal, magnolia
gardens owned by Mr. Hasty, and the modern Roebling
garden desgined by Mr. Briggs of New York. Also they
visited Middleton Garden, (Pringle Smith, Propr.), where
they saw butterfly pools overlooking the Ashley River,
the right wing of the Great manor House, a cypress
lagoon, spanish moss in the trees, and some of the great
live oaks of the area. They also saw a two manpower
lawnmover in action, informal lawn vistas through the
camelias, giant azaleas, and the lotus gardens and bird
sanctuary. From there it was on north to Washington
D.C. where they visited the Great Meridian Hill formal
garden, had a panorama view of the city, and a close up
inspection showing the pebbled surface concrete
construction of the garden walls. They also visited the
pan‐American buildings gardens where they had
another view of the Washington Monument, the Lincoln
Memorial, the new Arlington bridge, and the cathedral
on Mt. St. Albans. Near the cathedral they visited the
Bishops garden and saw the entrance form the pilgrim
steps and got another view of the city. They then went
to the US Capitol, saw Pennsylvania Railway Station, and
the new Shakespeare Building. From there they went to
Anapolis, Maryland where they saw a hydroplane being
lifted from the bay, barracks of the US Naval Academy,
war‐time housing developments at Aberdeen that are
now part of the US Veterans Hospital. It was then on to
the city square in Wilington, Delaware.

Child development ‐ Damaris Pease
Childcare spots
China committee on agriculture No. 1

ND

Chinch bugs

ND

Chopette commercial
Christensen reception.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University ; BS Video
Productions.

1989

Arc Vid 025

Reception held for Dr. George Christensen in the
Campanile Room of the Iowa State University Memorial
Union in honor of his teaching and administrative career
at ISU.

Christensen reception.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University ; BS Video
Productions.

1989

Arc Vid 026

Reception held for Dr. George Christensen in the
Holiday Inn Gateway Center in honor of his teaching and
administrative career at ISU. Given bu the Iowa State
University College of Veterinary Medicine.

Christian and Charlotte Petersen
remembered.[motion picture] / cIowa

1991

Arc Vid 043

Based on an excerpt fron the book "Christian Patersen
Remembered" by Patricia Lounsbury Bliss.

Chromotographic
Civil engineering ‐ use of the engineer's l ND
Class of 1910
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Class of 1910: [motion picture] / 45th
anniversary reunion

1955

4‐7810

The 45th class reunion of the Class of 1910 at Iowa State
meet to reminise, dine and listen to a speaker at the
Memorial Union.

Class of 1910: [motion picture] / 50th
anniversary reunion

1955

4‐7400

the 50th class reunion of the Class of 1910 at Iowa State
meet at the Memorial Union and walk around the
fountain.

Class of 1923 25th reunion. [motion
picture]

1948

4‐7401

Members from the Iowa State class of 1923 have an
informal gathering with family members north of the
Memorial Union.

Class Reunions of 1910 [motion picture]

1940,
1950

8‐7868

The 30th class reunion of the Class of 1910 at Iowa State
and the 40the reunion in 1950 which was attended by
51 members of the class. Shows them coming out of a
door at the Memorial Union, Iowa States Deans
speaking to the group, and campus scenes.

Classes and properties of dispersions:
1971
[motion picture] / Gelatinization of corn
starch

4‐0652

Illustrate factors which infulence structures in food.
Compares a suspension, a colloidal dispersion, and a
true solution and shows how filtration differenctiates
between them.

Clips
Clips ‐ Adventureland
Clips of life in Iowa
Closed containers and fire

1976

Coal miner
Coal project syndicate
Collection of Objects: Sets

DVD 002 767 disc 9

College students with learning disabilitie
Combine corn harvest

ND

Combining rice in China. [motion
picture]

1948

4‐0875

Shows the combining of rice in China by hand and by
machine. Shows the men taking bundles of rice stalks
and slapping them against the inside of a wooden box to
dislodge the rice.

Community service to boys and
girls.[motion picture]

ND

8‐0089

Tells of some of the activities organized by the Ames
Kiwanians for the area children. Events include a New
Year's Eve party, swimming lessons, and Kid's Day
activities.

Company response

1960

DVD 001 365

Uses art work and scenes of actual fires in various types
of structures to explain the principles of fire behavior
and fire‐fighting. Discusses such consideration as water
requirements, water distribution, steam benefits, and
timing the shut‐down. Emphasizes the importances of
communication and coordination of attack lines.

Composition for photography
Conduits

ND

Coordinated fire attack. [motion picture] 1964
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Coordinated fire attack. [motion picture] 1964

DVD 001 365

Uses art work and scenes of actual fires in various types
of structures to explain the principles of fire behavior
and fire‐fighting. Discusses such consideration as water
requirements, water distribution, steam benefits, and
timing the shut‐down. Emphasizes the importances of
communication and coordination of attack lines.

Corn / Spore Discharge

ND

Corn belt plowing match and soil
conservation field day. [motion picture]

1946

8‐4169

The Fourth Annual Corn Belt Plowing Match held in
March of 1946. Events included fixing up a farm by
replacing fences, tilling fields, terracing, gully control
and other conservation demonstrations. There was also
a parade and the plowing competition. Shows and
names many of the committee members who helped to
organize the event, contestants in both open field and
contour plowing, speakers, entertainers, and visitors.
Also shows the winners receiving their prizes on the
main stage.

Corn borer. [motion picture]

1950

4‐0689

Tells how to identify the corn borer. Shows its life cycle
with special attention given to the right time for
spraying. Discusses various means of control.

Corn cobs and cattle feeding. [motion
picture]

1954

4‐8206

Scenes around the Garst farmyard, the moving of large
piles of corn cobs and the feeding of cattle in the feedlot.

Corn harvest festival. [motion picture]

1971

4‐6150

Maize harvesting. Living History Farms.

Corn harvesting

1965

Corn harvesting

1965

Corn head

1966

Corn planting. [motion picture]

1951

4‐8215

Shows men on tractors planting and working in the
fields, men on a truck with fertilizers, and pulling stuck
tractors out of fields.

4‐7674

Corn harvesting ‐ Shows how much corn can be
harvested using a tractor mounted picker and compares
three methods of hauling corn from the fields. The first
test had one man and two wagons and was able to pick
and haul 1.6 acres per hour. The second test had two
men, one picking and another hauling the filled wagons
away to be emptied and returning with it empty. They
were able to complete 2.53 acres per hour. The third
had a one man crew with a 100 bushel wagon and he
was able to complete 1.64 acres per hour. In each test
they were harvesting 61 bushels per acre. Ensilage
harvesting ‐ Shows different methods of ensilage
harvesting and unloading at a silo. One method was to
have a truck driving along side of the harvester and then
having to manually rake the silage into the conveyor
box. In another, a wagon pulled alongside using an
additional tractor and one side is dropped and the silage
is unloaded using a power rake.

Corn Production pt1
Corn production pt2

Corn Sheller
Corn sheller

ND

Corn sheller I ‐ negative print

ND
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6‐1544

no description

Corn Sheller?
Corn shelling studies

ND

Corn Test Stand
Costly Thy Habit
County fair. [motion picture]

1948

8‐3100

Follows a "typical" farm family as the children attend 4‐
H meeting and prepare for the local county fair. Shows
the boys learning a new technique in dairy farming and
raising their own calves, while the daughter learns to
sew and helps her mother can. At the fair, both boys
win ribbons showing their cattle and daughter Mary
receives awards for both her canning and her first
dress. Also presents the sights and sounds of the county
fair, including carnival rides and games, animal judging,
harness racing, draft horse pulling contests, cotton
candy, and the 4‐H Club exhibition building with its
displays of crops, food, and sewing.

Creativity :[motion picture]
/ bBuchele. cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 038

A lecture "Creativity can be taught" given at a creativity
seminar at Iowa State University. Professor Buchele
speaks of the need to teach creativity to our young and
encourage it in workers. August 27, 1987

Creativity :[motion picture]
/ bBuchele. cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 040

At a creativity seminar at Iowa State University,
Professor Buchele speaks on creative people, correlation
between intelligence and creativity, managing creative
people, and takes questions from the audience.
Additional information on Wes Buchele in Iowa State
University Special Collections Department, Parks Library,
RS 9/7/52. August 27, 1987.

Creativity :[motion picture]
/ bPatterson. cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 038

An overview of the professional literature related to
creativity and a lecture on how to measure creativity
with empirical reference. Additional information on
John Patterson in Iowa State University Speecial
Collections Department, Parks Library, RS 11/12/51..
August 27, 1987.

4‐4252

Discusses the history of the Limousin breed of cattle and
the area in France from which they came. Tells why they
would be a good to cross breed with American cattle.
Two Iowa farmers talk about the results that they have
had. Produced by John Deere.

4‐7555

Tells about Curt, a blind electrical engineering student at
Iowa State and shows him at study in his room, taking
notes in class, maneuvering about on campus, and at
KISU, the campus radio station where he works. Also
shows him picking up his girlfriend, Sue, and their going
out to a movie at the "Collegian" theater and then out
for a pizza.

Crescent / Dartnell
Cross beef cows with Limousin bulls?

Curt. [motion picture]
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Curtiss Wright engineering cadettes
training program. [motion picture]

1943

DVD 001 823

With a pioneering spirit Curtiss‐Wright set out in
February, 1943, to train 700 women for engineering
jobs. Although few young men were leaving the
engineering departments of the corporations, the
sources of supply for trained personnel were depleted.
In a war "of production, of precision and of speed",
women were recruited to help. For the first time doors
were opened to women engineers on a large scale.
Cornell, Iowa State College, University of Minnesota,
Pennsylvania State College. Purdue University,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the University of
Texas gave a ten month course designed to equip these
womwn for important engineering jobs. At the end of
the training period, positions were waiting for them at
Curtis‐Wright plants. Training of 700 women for
engineering jobs starting in Feb. of 1943 and lasting for
10 months. About 90 of the women trained at Iowa
State College. Film of the women in the classroom, on
campus and on a field trip to an airport to inspect a
plane. The women attended class 40 hours each week
and lived in the ISC Memorial Union.

Curtiss Wright engineering cadettes
training program. [motion picture]

1943

DVD 001 823

With a pioneering spirit Curtiss‐Wright set out in
February, 1943, to train 700 women for engineering
jobs. Although few young men were leaving the
engineering departments of the corporations, the
sources of supply for trained personnel were depleted.
In a war "of production, of precision and of speed",
women were recruited to help. For the first time doors
were opened to women engineers on a large scale.
Cornell, Iowa State College, University of Minnesota,
Pennsylvania State College. Purdue University,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the University of
Texas gave a ten month course designed to equip these
womwn for important engineering jobs. At the end of
the training period, positions were waiting for them at
Curtis‐Wright plants. Training of 700 women for
engineering jobs starting in Feb. of 1943 and lasting for
10 months. About 90 of the women trained at Iowa
State College. Film of the women in the classroom, on
campus and on a field trip to an airport to inspect a
plane. The women attended class 40 hours each week
and lived in the ISC Memorial Union.

Custom Combining

ND

Cutworm control. [motion picture]

1954

8‐0287

A review of the life cycle and habits of cutworms, both
the dwelling and aerial types. Included also are scenes
showing how these habits can be used to advantage in
the control of cutworms with the new organic
insecticides.

Cyclone Football

1960
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Cyprus to Florence, Italy / Villa D'Este.
[motion picture]

1930

DVD 001 400

Tours the Villa d‐Este east‐northeastin of Rome where
they see the Allee of 100 Fountains, the Water Organ
Foundation, the unfinished casino at the end of the main
axis, the Dragon Fountain, Lily Fountain, and views of
the distant hills. The tour then went on to the port of
Limassal on the island of Cyprus where the SS "Brasile"
is shown. From there they traveled to Turkey to see the
Mosque St. Sophia in Constantinople (Istanbl), the
harbor, new Royal Palace, and area near Roberts
College, another mosque and ancient fortifications along
the Bosphorus. It was then on to the island of prinkipe,
(B_y_kada), where they see glimpses of Trotsky's home
which ahd recently burned and then on to Athens. There
they visit the Temple of Jupiter (Zeus), view the city
from the Acropolis, lookdown on the Amphitheater,
examine the Parthenon with the restored north
elevation, the porch of Caryatide, and visit modern
buildings and ground in Athens designed in a classic
style. They then went through the Corinth Canal and on
to Naples, Italy where they view Mount Vesuvius from
the Hotel Bertolini. It was then on to Rome and the
Farnese palace Gardens, Palatine hill, Borghese gardens,
and Villa Torlonia. Then traveling north they visit Villa
Gamberaia at Settignano near Florence, Villa Turri‐
Salviati where they have views of Fiesole and Villa
Pamieri that was restored by James W. Ellsworth of
Cleveland Ohio. From there they took in the view of
Florence from the Villa and its upper terrace.

Danny Harris feature.[motion picture]
/ cSports Time Network.

1984

Arc Vid 114

Olympic trials for the 1600 meters, ISU vs. Kansas State
football highlights, Jason Jacobs named offensive player
of the week, Sam Clear named defensive player of the
week.

Day of the dark sun. [motion picture]

1975

6‐1751

Eclipses ‐ solar ‐ 1973.

Days of Decision

8‐1333

NO It is IOWA film and should be transferred.

Decision in Des Moines

12‐0198

no description

Arc Vid 008

Friends and family members share antedotes from Dr.
Wilhelm's career and family life prior to the dedication
of Harley Wilhelm Hall as part of Ames Laboratory,
United States Department of Energy. Also shows the
unveiling of a plaque, the reception, ans some of the
planing for the luncheon by the Broiler Resturant.

Dedication of Harley A. Wilhelm
Hall.[motion picture] / cIowa State
University Media production Unit ;
Department of Information, Ames
Laboratory.

1986

Defense Training
Democracy's college
Democracy's college

1962

Design for abundance. [motion picture]

1959

8‐1034

A plant pathologist explains how plant diseases are
caused by viruses, bacteria, fungi, and nematodes.
Stresses prevention, research, and its economic
importance.

Development of regulations for
biotechnology[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1987

Arc Vid 020j

Speakers discuss the history of regulation policies, how
the policy works and general comments about
biotechnology. The panel also answers questions from
the floor. David Kingsbury, Neal Harl. $aNovember 4,
1987, 1:30pm.
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1989

Arc Vid 107

Interviews with the coach and captains of the 1959 Iowa
State University football team which has only 30
members out of an original 41 at the opening of the
season. They went on to compile a 7‐3‐0 record and
were denied the chance to go to the Orange Bowl after
the season finale loss to Oklahoma.

Discovery of dynamic lift [motion picture 1956

12‐2270

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Lift, Aerodynamics.

Do It Yourself Energy Inventory

1977

12‐7485

Discusses how to efficiently use insulation to save
electricty in the home. How to take an energy inventory
of your home to see how energy efficient it is.

Donnie Duncan Show.[motion picture]
/ c5 TV Creative Services production,
WOI ‐ TV ; producer, Robert Helmers ;
director, Richard Koch.

1980

Arc Vid 017

Highlight of the Iowa State University football game
against Kansas. 5 TV Creative Services production, WOI ‐
TV ; producer, Robert Helmers ; director, Richard Koch.
Associate producer, editor, Rick Hodson. Donnie Duncan.

Dr. Melhus and Engineering at ISU
[motion picture] / Iowa State University

1939

4‐7678

(color) ‐ Shows Dr. Melhus at the South East Iowa
Experimental Association Field Station where research
on watermelons was being conducted. Shows the fields
at various stages, cross pollinating, loading ripe melons
onto a train from the back of a truck, men eating
watermelons in the field, and the loading of a wagon in
the field. Also shows a man in a cap and gown standing
in the Horticulture gardens on the Iowa State campus
(where Bessey Hall is now located), and other scenes of
the gardens with Iris' in bloom. Finally shows Dr.
Melhus examining various plants such as grape vines,
trees and corn for signs of rust. (b&w) ‐ Many men visit
a farm to examine test plots and hillsides possibly for
erosion control ideas, men and women enjoy
watermelon, shows many of the automobiles visitors
came in parked in a meadow, and men examining crops.

Dr. Melhus. [motion picture] / Campus
films

1935

DVD 002 446

Shows Dr. Melhus sitting on a bench in his yard at 407
Pearson with his dog at his feet. Also shows his wife
sitting in a chair in the yard with the dog.

Dr. Parks Workshop indroduction. [motio 1967

4‐7600

President Park

Drive through Illinois/ Iowa [motion
picture]

1956

4‐0546

Street scenes of a city shot froma car. In addition to
cars and pedestrians, many department stores,
restaurants and theaters are shown. Stores featured
include Bond Drugs, Woolworth's, Elliot's Sporting
Goods, and Iowana Farms Milk Co. At the State theater,
Pat Boone is starring in Bernadine and at the RKO
Orpheum, Gunsight Ridge and Chicago Confidential are
playing. The car drives past a river, and Iowa‐Illinois Gas
and Electric Company and the Alcoa Inc. industrial
plant. Finally, it heads out of the city and is soon driving
along a country road.

Dubuque forage day 1972. [motion pictu 1972

6‐1479

no description

Dust is Dying

6‐0909

Soil binding and soil conservation.

Diatoms in a food web
Dirty Thirty
Dirty thirty reunion interviews.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University ; Tom
Kroeschell.

Dr. Hilton's Ceremonies
Dr. Max Rath commercials
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Edith

ND

Effective Teaching of Composition

1969

Call Number

Description

4‐5315

Lippisch, Alexander. Aerodyne.

DVD 001 507

In Alexandrai Egypt a visit to an outdoor resturant
pavillion that was typical of all Oriental and European
parks in this modern summer resort and shipping
center. Also shows a typical crowd at a railroad
stationas they prepare to depart for Cairo. The next
stop was Heliopolis, a modern suburb and sporting
resort of Cairo. By camels they visited the pyramids of
Gizeh and stopped to rest in the desert near the Sphinx.
Returning to Cairo they viewed the city from the heights
of the Citadel, watched the English Tommies who were
standing guard, and examined the Moorish architectural
details. Traveling back out into the Sahara where it was
120 degrees but comfortable, they viewed the site of
the Metropolitians Museum's recent excavations, the
Great Step Pyramid and site of the tomb of Pernab,
which was recently moved to the museum in New York
City. Back to Heliopolis we see the heiopolis Palace
Hotel, modern apartments, the grandstand and Sultan's
Royal Box, and the Indian Palace. In Cairo, they watched
boats along the Nile in the evening ,and examined
Egyptian agricultural methods of threshing, irrigating
cotton by hand, and the use of a water whell. Also the
witnessed a part of a three day wedding ceremony with
fancy riding of Arabian horses, a caravan transporting
building stones, and "taxi cabs" (camels) lined up
waiting for customers. From there they returned to
Alexandria and traveled to Port Said where they saw
coal being loaded onto a ship at the entrance to the
Suez Canal, playful dolphins, the train from Cairo passing
along the canal, and the statue of DeLesseps, the French
engineer and builder of the canal. It was then on to the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem, a panoramic view
of the city of Jerusalem, a tour of the British world war
military cemetary, the Mosque of Omar and a view of
Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives, and a visit to the
Garden of Gethsemane.

Effects of cooking on
Egg white foam
Egg white form
Egypt to Palestine. [motion picture]

1930

Eight row deere

1960

Eighth day. [motion picture]

1967
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Eighth day. [motion picture]

1967

12‐1218

Two children excploring the old family home see a print
of American Gothic by Grant Wood. This is a lead in for
the narrator to talk about the faces of Iowa and to
introduce many business, sports, and manufacturing
leaders. Some cities shown include Des Moines, Cedar
Rapids, Armstrong, Manchester, Davenport, Iowa City,
and Sioux City. Among the educational opportunities
discussed are those available at Iowa State University
and the University of Iowa as well as other schools.
Businesses covered include Amana, Collins, Fisher, John
Deere, Alcoa, Meredith Publishing, and Quaker Oats.
Recreation areas include Okoboji, state parks, art
centers, and the Des Moines Science Center. Robert Ray,
Paul Engel, James Van Allen, Roswell Garst, et al.

Election of Dave Gratz

ND
4‐0267

Shows the work of an electrician in the fields of power,
lighting, communication, and transportation.

Electrician
Electron microscopy. [motion picture]

1968

6‐1373

no description

Elizabeth Garst. [motion picture]

1983

DVD 002 992

Elizabeth Garst talks about her first trip to Coon Rapids,
Iowa, their first house, and living in Des Moines. Shows
some old footage of Roswell Garst and scenes from
"Happy Harvest" along with clips of the Khrushchev visit
to their farm and some of her memories of that historic
visit.

1952

DVD 002 991

Shows employees and their families of Garst & Thomas
Hybrid Corn Company at a picnic. Scenes of swimming,
horseshoes, and softball.

Endless variety of pork. [motion picture] 1977

6‐1082

Pork.

Engineering

4‐0031

Discusses the five major branches of engineering and
their subdivisions. Tells of the types of coursework that
is needed to become an engineer and shows engineers
at work in their offices and on projects in the field. Also
shows fire protection research and testing at
Underwriters Laboratory.

4‐7744

Engineering is a profession for the man who likes to
build things; who wants to find a better or cheaper way
of producing things; who sees romance in forcing heat
and electricity and the invisible waves of the vacuum
tube to do his bidding; and who is inspired to lift the
burden of toil from the backs of men and to transfer it
to the tireless machine. It is a profession for the young
man with an orderly and analytical type of mind who
possesses imagination and enthusiasm along with
common sense... 520

Elwood east coast
Employee party. [motion picture]

Engineering at Iowa State. [motion
picture]
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Engineering at Iowa State. [motion
picture] / Iowa State University

1939

4‐7584

Silent film shows students at work in eight areas of
engineering at Iowa State and on the way to graduation
ceremonies. 520
$aChemical Engineering ‐ Students in
the laboratory operate a soy bean plant to extract oil
and meal. 520 0 $aMechanical Engineering ‐ Power
output and fuel consumption tests are performed on a
diesel engine. 520 0 $aCivil Engineering ‐ A professor
explains the operation of a clover leaf highway
interchange. 520 0 $aArchitectual Engineering ‐
Students work on building designs. 520 0 $aElectrical
Engineering ‐ Students in the laboratory use various
testing equipment. 520 0 $aGeneral Engineering ‐
Students in a sales engineering class look on as another
student gives a sales demonstration. 520 0
$aMetallurgical Engineering ‐ In the laboratory, students
examine steel specimens. 520 0 $aElectrical
Engineering ‐ Students produce artifical lightning using a
electrostatic generator.

Establishing better stands of grasses and 1953
legumes. [motion picture]

8‐8764

How to grow better stand of grasses and legumes at a
reduced cost and with better farming practices.
Discusses proper soil preperation, seed depth, seed
distribution, and seed type.

Estate planning. [motion picture]

1973

4‐0911

Economic aspects of Agriculture.

Excerpts

1961

Excerpts
Excerpts

1960

Excerpts 1959.[motion picture]

1959

DVD 002 987

no description

Excerpts 1962. [motion picture]

1962

6‐1206

no description

Excerpts 1963. [motion picture]

1963

6‐1207

no description

Expedition the new alliance

1961

Experiments on the control of blood pres 1971
Extension heritage: [motion picture] /
Commemorating 50 years of Extension

1956

8‐0188

Examines the history of Extension work in Iowa with
interviews with some of the founding members.

Face it: [motion picture] / It's your
accident

1969

8‐8679

Safety in the feedmill and around heavy machinery.
Points out that a persons mood can affect their
judgement and lead to accidents. Educational advisors,
Glen D. Perkins and William R. Simpson ; photography,
D. Fred Cook, Don VerPloeg, and Tom K. Smith ; lighting,
Jack D. Gutmann ; writer, O. E. Patterson ; with
appreciation to Doughboy Industries, Ames Iowa.
Presented by Fire Service Extension, Iowa State
University in cooperation with Association of Mill and
Elevator Mutual Insurance Companies ; director and
editor, Don VerPloeg ; producer, Steve Knudsen.

Facing the farm facts. [motion picture]

1956

12‐0936

What is the farm problem and what is it's cause. A look
at facts surrounding farm production, gross national
product, consumer spending, parity income, farm
operation costs, tarriffs, and trade restrictions.

Family problems. [motion picture]

1951

8‐0182

families, loyalty, adolescene
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4‐1910

Economic aspects of agriculture, farm life, cities and
towns.

4‐7583

Shows scenes of the Porter farm in Terrel, Texas where
farm demonstration work began in 1903 by Seaman A.
Knapp and Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Porter. Seaman A.
Knapp, the grandson of Seaman A. Knapp, speaks at the
marker dedication.

1958

6‐0567

no description

Farmer and His Markets [motion picture] 1975

6‐1238

no description

Farm and City: Forward Together
Farm Demonstration 50th Anniversary.
[motion picture] / Iowa State University

1953

Farm Facts

1955

Farm labor
Farm Tractor Safety

Farming and construction. [motion
picture]

1950‐1952 4‐8216

Shows men harvesting oats, tiling fields, building a barn,
and picking corn. On can "John Chrystal early shoveling
oats twice" Stephen Garst home movie.

Farming. [motion picture]

1954‐1956 4‐8207

Scenes around the Garst farm of planting, crop dusting,
tilling for a pond, and other field work. Shows John
Chrystal watching spraying.

Farms. [motion picture]

1951‐1953 4‐8217

Shows the Whalley farm in 1951, corn, window washing,
cattle, and silo removal in the fall of 1952, Clancy's
Sunday June 28th 1952, the Rinehart farm in 1953, side
dressing, Fitzpatrick 1953, and Don Pearson in 1953.

Fields of fuel
Fields of Fuel
Fields of fuel: the ethanol debate
Film for Bentley's trip to Russia. [motion 1958
picture]

12‐7456

Discusses Iowa agriculture and farm output in the area
covered by WOI radio and shows the farm of four of the
members of the tour group going to visit Russia. Also
visits a creamery in Mason City and students at Iowa
State involved with agriculture, 4‐H, and a model farm.
Jim, Carolyn and Anita Brooks ; Irving, David and Larry
Anton ; Elmer, Carol, Roger, Phil and Mary Denthearder ;
Floyd Thomas ; Beth Wiley. Host ‐ R. C. "Cap" Bentley.

Fire cisterns for the farm

1950

Fire control simulator. [motion picture]

1963

6‐1611

no description

Fire fighting in country elevators.
[motion picture]

1960

DVD 002 928

Examines the problems of a volunteer fire department
fighting fires in country elevators. Discusses the
structure and the hazards of a grain elevator, pointing
out the importance of outside access and an alarm
system. Demonstrates the effectives of a sprinkler
system in the actual control of a fire in the headhouse.

Fire fighting with wetter water

ND

8‐5585

Fire detectors.

6‐1616

no description

Fire Finders
Fire finders. [motion picture]

1969

Fire school

1968

Fire school

1962

Fire school

1979

Fire school

1970
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Fire school ‐ June

1966

Fire school 1967. [motion picture]

1967

Fire test building ‐ state fire school

ND

Fire under control
Firemen's tournament at Osceola

ND

Call Number

Description

6‐1617

no description

6‐0639

A‐V Corporation

8‐7890

Shorelines. Erosion (water).

First & Goal
First Look at Probability

DVD 002 767 disc 8

Fishing and hunting trip. [motion
picture]

1950

4‐8209

Shows part of a fishing trip from September of 1950 and
a hunting trip in November of the same year. Also a trip
to the mountains and Carmel Ranch.

Fishing tirps. [motion picture]

1953‐1956 4‐8212

Shows parts of Canadian fishing trips from 1953 to 1956.

Fishing trips. [motion picture]

1951,
1952

4‐8211

Shows part of a June 1951 fishing trip to Canada, Burkes
Camp, and a June 1952 fishing trip with John Chrystal.

Floods of 1993 :[motion picture] / bISU
stays afloat. cIowa State University.

1993

Arc Vid 067

Iowa State University and Ames during the summer
flood in 1993.

Flow studies of free flight: delta wing
models [motion picture]

1956

8‐5856

Lippisch, Alexander. Delta wing airplanes. Airplanes ‐
wings ‐ triangular.

Flying farmers of Iowa. [motion picture]

1946

4‐0808

Farmers from around Iowa fly into Ames in their single
wing and bin‐wing aircraft, pose for a photography, and
fly out after coffee with many people who have driven
out to the airport to meet them.

1970

4‐7556

A boy has an unrequited love for a girl he has seen in
the park. When he realizes he cannot have her, he goes
to her room and does something foolish.

For the Rest of Your Life

6‐0096

Discusses the use of agricultural anhydrous ammonia
why it is used, how it can be dangerous, and how to
prevent accidents with it. Also tells what to do should
an accident occur and how to prevent eye injury and
blindness while handling anhydrous ammonia.

For the Rest of Your Life

6‐0096

Discusses the use of agricultural anhydrous ammonia
why it is used, how it can be dangerous, and how to
prevent accidents with it. Also tells what to do should
an accident occur and how to prevent eye injury and
blindness while handling anhydrous ammonia.

4‐0514

Discusses the education involved with becoming a
nurse. Writer, William H. Schultz ; cinematographer,
George Tovey ; narrator, Carter L. Reynolds ; technical
supervisor, D. H. Bonnie ; supervisor, Harriet Lingo.

Food for a Modern World
Food science
Fool. [motion picture]

For you to decide. [motion picture]

1948

Forester's Trip
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Formosa to Oregon. [motion picture]

1929

DVD 001 506

Iowa State College Landscape Architecture Professors
Elwood and Popham take 4 students, Bethane
Carpenter, John Hall, Max Bird and Norman Morris, on a
tour of Japan, China, Phillipine and Hawaian Islands.
Amoy China the group first visits the home of Wai Joe,
then see Camel Rock from the garden of a merchant,
and see the private garden of another wealthy Chinese
merchant. From there it is on to Formosa ( Taiwan ) and
a shrine at Keelung, ( Chi‐Lung ) and a visit to the city
square. It is then on to Taihoku ( Taipei ) to see a
Chinese temple and Japanese shrine. a great camphor
tree near the inn, and the proprietress and daughter of
the Asumya Inn, Tianan. Also on the islad they pass by
banana orchards, rice firlds, bamboo groves, chinese
homes, and distant mountains. They then travel back to
Japan where they see wayside wanderers by the road,
Mt. Hiei and Lake Biwa, wayside shrines, giant
cryptomerias. they also see the Garden of the Golden
Pavilion, Kinkakuji, glimpse Koyoto gardens, meet
Professor Sekiguchi and Mr. Ida, their guides and hosts
in Kyoto, see the entrance Garden gateway to Horai
Garden, and a street in Tokyo showing newly planted
trees. Sailing from Yokohama on board the "Arabia
Maru" they cross the "gentel" Pacific for the port of
Victoria, British Columbia. From they they begin they
journey back to Iowa by passing through the Cascade
Mountains between Seattle and Portland.

6‐1119

Discusses the history of Fort Madison Iowa and the
archaeological excavation that occured after the
discovery of some of the original fort. Also shows some
of the items unearthed and what the fort may have
looked like in the 1800's.

Fort Madison

Forty years after Hiroshima :[motion
picture] / bAmes and the Manhatten
Project. cCatholic Student Center.

1985

Arc Vid 003

A panel discussion about Iowa State University's
involvement with the Manhatten Project during World
War II. The members discuss their personal feelings and
opinions about the bombings and nuclear power, why
work was done in Ames, and their roles in the project.
Catholic Student Center. Adolph Voight, Norm Carlson,
Dave Peterson.

Four seasons at Iowa State. [motion
picture]

ND

4‐7692

The "Bells of Iowa State" performed on the Campanile
and then by a choir as we see scenes of the Iowa State
campus during various times of the year.

From one John V. Atanasoff.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University Media
Production Unit ; producer, Robert

1983

DVD 003 040

An account of the life and work of John V. Atanasoff and
the creation and development of the ABC computer
while at Iowa State in 1937.
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Ft. Meyers Florida to St. Augustine
Florida. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 511

Iowa State College Landscape Architecture Professor
Elwood takes students on a tour of the southern and
eastern United States. Shows crossing the bay at St.
Petersburg and on to Ft. Meyers where Royal Palms line
the streets. Also shows the hotel grounds, Edison Park,
and the winter home of Thomas Edison. From there
they traveled on to Coral Gables where they visited
small gardens, Hotel Biltmore, and it's swimming pool.
It was then on to the Deering Estate in Coconut Grove
where they saw the Italian details and the ground of the
winter home of Arthur Curtis James. From there it was
on north past a golf club and hotel past Miami, saw
home and gardens near Palm Beach, and visited West
Palm Beach. They then headed back inland to Highland
Hammock near Siebring, saw a cypress swamp, a
grapefruit orchard and lake. It was then on to a bird
sanctuary at lake Wales where they saw it's "Bok" or
"singing tower' and saw flamingos in the lake. Also near
Siebring they visited Ponce de Leon Springs where they
saw the water feature that pumps 60, 000 gallons per
minute designe by A.D. Taylor of Clevland Ohio, informal
lake and old mill, and the hotel and swimming pool at
Ponce de Leon Spa. Then heading back for the Atlantic
coast, they visited St. Augustine where they went to see
the remains of the old fort, the catedral on the city
square, and the old slave market.

6‐1610

no description

Fundamentals for fire fighting. [motion p 1962
Gamete transfer
Gamete transfer in the bryophytes:
[motion picture] / The splash platform
in marchantia. Iowa State University

1964

4‐0712

Uses high speed photography to show the release of
sperm into water films on the sexual branches of female
plants in splashing raindrops.

Garst and Thomas. [motion picture]

ND

4‐8214

Shows corn moving through the Pioneer plant, being
shelled and separated from the ground cobs, being
sorted and bagged.

Garst and Thomas. [motion picture]

ND

DVD 002 990

Shows the picking of corn and loading of it into trucks to
deliver to the Pioneer plant for processing and storing.

Garst corn and sorghum. [motion
picture]

1959

4‐8203

The harvesting of corn and sorghum crops from the field
to the elevator, also shows bagged seed and cattle
feeding.

1967

DVD 002 932

George Washington Carver at work in his lab and re‐
enactment of his childhood in Missouri, Fort Scott
Kansas, his time in Iowa at Simpson and at Iowa State
and his move to Tuskegee. Also shows people working
cotton fields, tenant farmers, and talks about the boll
weavel problem and Carver's uses for peanuts.

Gelatinization of corn starch
George Washington Carver. [motion
picture]
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George Washington Carver.[motion
picture] / cProduced by Slide Factor for
the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield
Village.

1991

Arc Vid 044

Mr. Carver at the door to his lab at Tuskegee. Talks
about his childhood and shows photos from his time at
Iowa State and at Tuskegee. Also shows cotton fields,
the Jessup wagon and truck, and a meeting between Mr.
Carver and Henry Ford. Narrator, Eric Jackson ; sound,
Silver Linings, Inc. ; editor, Dave Waller ; photos, George
Washington Carver Monument Diamond Missouri,
Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village, Iowa State
University Library / University Archives, Library of
Congress, National Archives, National Park Service
Happers Ferry West Virginia, and Tuskegee University
Archives.

Getting aquainted with engineering.
[motion picture]

1957

8‐0489

Discusses the problem of capable men and women who
are lost to engineering because of misconceptions about
the type of work involved.

Gibralter to Kent, England. [motion
picture] / European Estates

1930

DVD 001 401

Landscape Architecture tour, summer 1930. Views of
the rock of Gibralter and the coast of Algeria as the
party sails on the MV "Vulcania", street scenes in
Algeria, and the ancient city of Syracuse on the island of
Sicily. The tour then went on to Egypt where they
visited the port of Alexandria and the great pryamid of
Cheops before heading on to Italy. In Venice they
viewed the Doges Palace, the campanile on St. Mark's
Square, the Palazzo Lezze on the Grand Canal, boated
through the city. It was then on to the gardens of
Fontainbleau in France and the Chateau at Vaux‐le‐
Vicomte near Melum designed by LeBrun, painter ;
LaVaux, architect ; and LeNotre, landscape architect. In
Paris, they visited the Gardens of Luxembourg. In
England the party visited Hampton Court along the
Thames where they saw its perennial boarders, the
King's Privy Garden, and Queen Anne's garden. They
then took a bus tour of London and saw Tower Bridge,
visited Kew Gardens, and traveled to Kent to see
Groombridge Place gardens, owned by Mr. H. S.
Mountain with house designed by Sir Christopher Wren
and gardens by John Evelyn.

Golden link. [motion picture]

1973

6‐0100

Pioneer Hi‐Bred International hybrid corn.

Good seed. [motion picture]

ND

Good seed. [motion picture] / Iowa
State University

1951

12‐0906

Tells what good seed is and how to tell at a glance by
checking for the certification label on bag. Also
discusses the growing of certified seeds and seed lab
testing for quality.

Goodbye Fly

1955

8‐0989

files‐control

Good‐bye Fly

8‐0989

files‐control

Good‐bye Fly

8‐0989

files‐control

Glass blowing ‐ Iowa State University Inf
Gluten development
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Goodwill tour to western Europe and
Russia. [motion picture]

1958

12‐7457

Discusses Iowa agriculture and farm output in the area
covered by WOI radio and shows the farm of four of the
members of the tour group going to visit Russia. Also
visits a creamery in Mason City and students at Iowa
State involved with agriculture, 4‐H and a model farm.

Grain drying patterns. [motion picture]

1960

6‐1509

Based on research conducted by the Agricultural
Engineering Research Division of the USDA and the
Agricultural Engineering Department at Iowa State
College, shows grain drying in progress and the effect of
air flow on grain drying patters.

Grain drying patterns. [motion picture]

ND

6‐1509

Based on research conducted by the Agricultural
Engineering Research Division of the USDA and the
Agricultural Engineering Department at Iowa State
College, shows grain drying in progress and the effect of
air flow on grain drying patters.

Grain drying patterns. [motion picture]

ND

6‐1509

Based on research conducted by the Agricultural
Engineering Research Division of the USDA and the
Agricultural Engineering Department at Iowa State
College, shows grain drying in progress and the effect of
air flow on grain drying patters.

Grandpa. [motion picture]

1962

4‐7783

A young country boy wants to show his grandfather
something out in the woods so he leads him off down
the railroad tracks to where it is. What the boy does not
know, and the grandfather will not admit, is that he is
deaf.

Grant Wood
Grant Wood
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Grant Wood's America. [motion picture] 1983

12‐7753

The life of Grant Wood, several of his paintings, and the
Iowa landscape including views of Eldon, Cedar Rapids
and Stone City, Iowa. Interviews with Grant's sister Nan,
poet Paul Engle, art historian Wanda Corn, and author
and Grant's friend William Shirer. Narrator, Eddie Albert
; voice of Grant wood, Allen Hamilton ; associate
producer, Mary Anne Wallner ; editor, Alan Moorman ;
camera, Peter Brownscombe ; sound, Johnny Hagen ;
consultants, Donald Knox, Wanda Corn, Minneapolis
Institute of the Arts, Samuel Sachs, Director ; researcher,
Deboran J. Johnson ; unit manager, Denise Dalton ;
vidoe, Rich Brown ; vidoetape, Roy Misonznick ;
production assistants, Martha Grussing and Kathy
Hedberg ; additional camera, Sylvia Chiu ; chief
production engineer, Jerry Huiting ; graphics, Bob Born ;
production controller, Kate Lehmann ; musicians, Butch
Thompson, Peter Ostroushko, Tim Hennessy and Chris
Potter ; additional music, Claudia Schmidt and Malcolm
Dalglish ; other voices, Warren Frost, John Lewin and
Sharon Luke ; special thanks to ‐ Joan Liffring‐Zug, Clair
Meade Rosen, Park Rinard, Ed Greene, Esther Armstrong
and Robert Armstrong. Acknowledgements ‐ Cedar
Rapids Art Museum ; Whitney Museum of American Art
; Davenport Municiple Art Gallery ; Des Moines Art
Center ; Coe College ; Iowa State University ; Cedar
Rapids City Hall ; Dubuque Public Library ; John Deere
Company ; Williams College ; the Sheldon Swope Art
Gallery ; Joslyn Art Museum ; Amon Carter Museum ;
Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco ; the Regis Collection
; Chicago Art Institute ; Metropolitan Museum of Art ;
Cincinnatti Museum of Art ; Vidor Collections, Elvehjem
Art Center. Executive producer, Jim Russell.
$cInternational Film Bureau ; Twin Cities Public
Television, Inc. ; produced, written, ditected, Catherine
Allan. Produced by a grant from Burlington Northern,
Inc.

Grass roots in the soil. [motion picture]

1949

8‐0108

Discusses the part that grasses and legumes play in
building the soil of a virgin prairie. Explains what
happens to the soil when prairie becomes farm land.

Grass roots in the soil. [motion picture]

1949

DVD 002 926

Discusses the part that grasses and legumes play in
building the soil of a virgin prairie. Explains what
happens to the soil when prairie becomes farm land.

1981

12‐4033

Grain trade

ND

12‐7739

Views of a city, villages and the countryside in
Guatamala. We see farmers working their fields by
hand and ox drawn carts, religious processions and
people in the streets in front of homes, a lumber yard,
fruit picking, banana harvesting, cattle, corn inspection,
and other various crops.

Greats of Rath
Green light for grain. [motion picture]
Growth and reproduction
Guatamala: [motion picture] / Home of
corn

Guatemala
Guatemala
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8‐0336

no description

Half notes
Half time at Homecoming
Ham Advertisements
Ham and bacon commercial
Ham commercial
Hands off. [motion picture]

1953

DVD 002 927

Re‐enactments of cornpicker accidents where various
farmers recreate their own accidents.

Happy harvests. [motion picture]

ND

DVD 002 995

Roswell Garst talks about the why's and how's of Hi‐Bred
corn after looking at open pollenated corn fields. Also
takes a look at a Pioneer Hi‐Bred field with 110 bushels
per acre. Finally takes a look at the processing plant in
Coon Rapids, Iowa where about 700 employees sort
seed corn, work in the drying and shelling operations,
and grade kernels.

4‐0874

Dr. Jay B. Davidson traveled to China where he chaired a
two year study, 1947‐1949, that experimented with
hand producation equipment, animal power and
mechanization of agricultural practicies. #22 China
committee. "Harvester World" article on the mission
available under "Assignment in China". Shows the
harvesting of rice in China by hand and by machine.
Also shows corn picking by machine and a procession
led by men playing trumpets followed by men with a
banner.

Arc Vid 045

The life and works of Henry A. Wallace, founder of
Pioneer Seed Company, Vice‐President of the United
States and US Secretary of Agriculture. Discusses early
influences such as his grandfather and George
Washington Carver, Wallace's Farmer, New Deal
programs under president Roosevelt, and his own run
for president in 1948. Also discusses Farview Farm and
Henry's battle with Lou Gerigs Disease.

4‐7748

Shows highlights of the first statewide high school
driving clinic held at the state fairgrounds in Des
Moines. Shows students in the obstacle course,
demonstration of stopping distance, parallel parking,
maintaining proper spacing while driving around the
track. Also shows professional drivers demonstrating
their skills with a tractor and wagon and a semi tractor
and trailer.

Hard Salami Movie
Harvested corn field
Harvesting corn

ND

Harvesting corn stalks

ND

Harvesting of crops

ND

Harvesting rice in China. [motion
picture]

1948

Haylage Way

ND

Header for Soybean Harvesting

ND

Henry Agard Wallace :[motion picture]
/ bUncommon champion of the
common man. cWallace House
Foundation ; Jean Wallace Douglas ;
producer, director, Rose Economou.

1988

Hi speed shelling

ND

High school safe driving clinic. [motion
picture]

1950
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History of early flight [motion picture]

1956

12‐2269

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Aeronautics ‐ History.
Aeronautics ‐ Flights.

Hog cholera control; [motion picture] /
The story of ROVAC

1952

8‐2086

Describes hog cholera control with the use of ROVAC,
(rabbit origin vacuum dried), a modified live vaccine.

Hold your horses. [motion picture]

1957

8‐0782

Explains how to maintain the horsepower of a tractor by
year round cooling system care.

Home economics at Iowa State College.
[motion picture]

ND

DVD 002 514

Shows students leaving MacKay Hall at Iowa State and
the types of subjects studied in the Department of
Home Economics. Applied art students work on various
painting projects, interior design, and costume design.
Also household equipment corses where student test
water and washing methods, dryers, and clothes presses.

Home economics at Iowa State College.
[motion picture] / Food and Nutrition,
Child Development

ND

DVD 002 513

Shows students in the Food and Nutrition Department
and how it operates, some of the labs, Institution
Management, and the Tea Room. Also activities in the
Child Development Department with children of pre‐
school age.

Home economics at Iowa State College.
[motion picture] / Home Management
House

ND

DVD 001 501

Shows Home Economic seniors living at the Home
management House for six week periods with an
instructor and infant. Also student teachers in towns
around Ames, the selection of clothing for boys, and
how to set a table.

Home economics at Iowa State. [motion 1939
picture]

4‐0790

Shows female students at Iowa State in the Department
of Home Economics. Applied art students apply designs
to fabric both by hand and by stenciling. Others do
watercolor painting, work with metal to form a pewter
candy dish, interior design, flower arranging, sculpture,
participate in an art critikque. Learn how to test textiles
for their content, design costumes, make a dress
without a pattern, and model coats they have made.
Student teachers meet with their supervisor, teach a
class of boys about clothing selection, work with 9th
grade girls preparing meals, 8th grade girls and the use
of reference materials, 12th grade girls on the proper
laying of silver on the table, and discuss a home project
with a student and her mother. Shows the east
entrance to the Library at Iowa State, tells of the staff of
38 fulltime workers and 84 student, the collection of
300, 000 books and 2, 000 periodicals, and shows
students at the check‐out desk.

Home economics story. [motion picture] 1953

12‐0279

Depicts various aspects of college home economics and
the many careers open to the college trained home
economist.

Home economics story. [motion picture] 1953

12‐0279

Depicts various aspects of college home economics and
the many careers open to the college trained home
economist.

Home economics story. [motion picture] 1953

12‐0279

Depicts various aspects of college home economics and
the many careers open to the college trained home
economist.

Home economics story. [motion picture] 1953

DVD 000 727

Home Econ at ISC
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Home economist. [motion picture]

1958

4‐7716

Describes some of the work of the county extension
home economist from answering questions on the
phone, meeting with office visitors, making hoem visits
and presenting demonstrations.

Hong Kong to Amoy China. [motion
picture]

1929

DVD 001 505

1929 LA ( landscape architecture ) 142c trip. 500
$aIowa State College Landscape Architecture Professors
Elwood and Popham take 4 students, Bethane
Carpenter, John Hall, Max Bird and Norman Morris, on a
tour of Japan, China, Phillipine and Hawaian
Islands. 520
$aA panorama of Hong Kong from the
Peak Hotel, Repulse Bay Hotel and bathing beach with
thatched bath houses, and views of Hong Kong from
Kowloon. 520 0 $aIt is then on to Canton China, where
the tour group sees the spproach to Island Park, flowery
Pagoda, overlook the Great Cemetery, see the Sun Yet
Sen Monument under construction and ancient Chinese
temples. Also in Canton they see a monument to the
Republic of China with a replica of the Statue of Liberty,
a memorial to 77 martyrs of the Chinese Republic,
cultivating rice fields and planting rice by hand, a native
village, and the foreign settlement across the canal from
the city. 520 0 $aLeaving Canton for Hong Kong they
see chinese Junks on the Pearl River, the Hong Kong
harbor, and while enroute to Formosa, ( Taiwan ) the
ships captain shows them his Chow puppies. It is then on
to the southern coast of China near Amoy.

Horticulture. [motion picture]

1935

8‐0080

146‐(color)‐Shows some of the Iowa State greenhouses,
Professor Volz, a woman gathering flowers, mimosa
plants, a man and woman outside, and a small boy
outside with a woman. 146‐(b&w)‐The cross pollinating
of Token and Templar roses, the cross breeding of a
flowering shrub or tree, an apple picking machine, men
in a greenhouse, and greenhouse caretaker Jeffery. 148‐
(color)‐Visits Pella, Iowa for tulip time. Shows flower
beds along the street, formal plantings, people in Dutch
costumes, Dutch architecture, the Burgomaster, a
kitchen garden and woodshed. Also shows gardens at
Iowa State with peonies, long‐spurred hybrid colubine
or aquilegia, sweet william, and shasta daisies.

Horticulture. [motion picture] / Iowa
State University

1937

4‐7594

August meeting of Iowa fruit growers meet at the
orchard of George Schurk in Fort Madison. They
examine irrigation, Delicious, Grimes and Jonathan
apple trees, and harvesting techniques. They also test
peach varieties at the Walker farm near Mediapolis.
Shows the experimental orchards in Ames during the fall
of 1937. Trees topworked by budding in August of 1925
on Virginia crab and Hibernal stocks the Hawkeye,
Sharon, Joan and Edgewood.

Hose & pumper practices in Missouri

ND

Hose: basic operations

1954

Honey Bee commercial
Honey Glazed Ham "Honey Bee" Comme

House for all seasons
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House warming‐electrically. [motion
picture]

1959

4‐7700

Discusses the economic and comfort benifits of using
electric heat in your home. Tells how electric heating
can be installed along the base boards and under plaster
in the ceilings of new homes, how it can be added to
exisitng homes, the importance of proper insulation and
vapor barrier, ventilation, and humidity control. Also
tells how each room can have its own thermostat for
economy and personal comfort. Sponsored by ‐
Interstate Power Company ; Iowa Electric Light and
Power Company ; Iowa ‐ Illinois Gas and Electric
Company ; Iowa Power and Light Company ; Iowa Public
Service Company ; Iowa Southern Utilities Company ;
Unin Electric Company.

House warming‐electrically/ Ames, IA
WPA Nursery. [motion picture]

1959

4‐7700

Discusses the economic and comfort benifits of using
electric heat in your home. Tells how electric heating
can be installed along the base boards and under plaster
in the ceilings of new homes, how it can be added to
exisitng homes, the importance of proper insulation and
vapor barrier, ventilation, and humidity control. Also
tells how each room can have its own thermostat for
economy and personal comfort. Sponsored by ‐
Interstate Power Company ; Iowa Electric Light and
Power Company ; Iowa ‐ Illinois Gas and Electric
Company ; Iowa Power and Light Company ; Iowa Public
Service Company ; Iowa Southern Utilities Company ;
Unin Electric Company.

4‐0792

no description

How to make a plastic a plastic fruit bowl
How to twirl a baton. [motion picture]

1942

4‐7567

Former National Champion Baton Twirler Roger Lee
demonstrates the basic baton skills that need to be
mastered in order to learn twirling and routines. Shows
beat time, salute, wrist twirl, figure eight, two hand
twirl, pass around back, cartwheel, throw and catch.
Also shows baton twirlers as they lead the Iowa State
Marching Band downt he field at Clyde Williams
Stadium and performing on the field.

I before e: [motion picture] / The
industrial engineer

1976

4‐0869

Tells of the work of the industrial engineer in the
planning of effcient ways for people to work. Discusses
the choice and placement of machines in a factory and
other aspects of their job.

ND

4‐0797

Students attempt to sail their boats contructed out of
cardboard on Iowa State's Lake LaVerne.

Insurance: from the farmer's side of the f 1959

12‐4794

Insurance ‐ agricultural

Insuring our investment in youth

6‐0073

Demonstrates the need for guidance services in our
schools. Shows the steps taken by a well conceived
guidance system when a high school boy is helped to
solve his educational planning problems.

Ice Block
Indian Valhalla
Indians at an Indian game
Industrial Education boat project.
[motion picture]
Infoservice ‐ Fisher
Insulation fire demonstrations
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Inventor Wes Buchele.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1987

Arc Vid 037

A lecture on the socialization of the student, the
identification and teaching of creativity, and nurturing
the creative mind. $aAdditional information on Wes
Buchele in Iowa State University Special Collections
Department, Parks Library, RS 9/7/52.

Iowa 4‐H Club Camping Center. [motion

ND

8‐0148

no description

ND

8‐8857

A brief history of beef consumption, the state of Iowa,
corn and beef production, Includes a message from
Governor Ray, a look at Khruchevs visit to Iowa, various
cattle producers and feeders, feedlots, the process of
inspection and grading, and packing plants. Also looks
at research being conducted at Iowa State University on
tenderness, cooking methods and taste.

Iowa DOT Public Service Announcements undated

8‐8757

Iowa Department of Transportation ; produced by
Hytone Film. Writen by, Gus Horn. Jim Thompson, Bob
Anderson

Iowa Farm Youth School. [motion
picture]

1941

4‐7404

Shows some of the activities at the first Farm Youth
School held at Iowa State in the summer of 1941.
Includes carpentry work in the farm mechanics class,
sights around campus such as the library entrance and
the campanile, and a bus trip to Des Moines for a
luncheon with Bankers Life Company President Nollen
and Iowa State President Friley and a visit to the state
capitol. Also shows some of their fun activities such as
dance and swim lessons, softball, croquet, darts, and
volleyball along with projects such as radio broadcasts
over WOI and WHO, the student council, working on the
"Farm Youth Times" newspaper, and the taking of a
group photograph.

1946

4‐7756

One of the Iowa State Agriculture Model Farms
operated by tenant farmers and managed by the
Agricultural Foundation is visited by the head of the
program, Mr. Wallace

Iowa State campus film. [motion picture] 1935

4‐7718

Many title slides for "The campus beautiful" and other
campus films and Engineering personnel officer Stevens.

Intra Hitch System
Introduction to speech and language dis

Iowa Attractions
Iowa Coal
Iowa corn fed beef: [motion picture] /
The product of pride

Iowa corn fed beef: product of pride
Iowa corn fed beef: product of pride

Iowa promotional film
Iowa Sends her Best commercial
Iowa Sends her Best commercial
Iowa Sends her Best Fine / Iowa Meats
Iowa State Agricultural Foundation.
[motion picture]
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Iowa State campus film. [motion picture] 1945

8‐0153

400 ‐ (b&w) ‐ "Newt" the night watchman, Agg, "Newt",
Edwards and another man on the golf course. (b&w
neg.) ‐ In the press box at Clyde Williams Field. (b&w) ‐
"Newt", players at a football practice, men entering a
building and being greeted at the door. 401 ‐ (color) ‐
the crowning of the VEISHEA Queen, the parade with
the marching band and other units. 402 ‐ (color) ‐ a
mobile home park, gardens, the VEISHEA parade with
floats and the marching band, Cardinal Key members,
canoes on Lake LaVerne. 403 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Gregg, Gaskill,
Morrisey, and another woman. 404 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Various
scenes and people around campus including Catt Hall,
the Memorial Union fountain, Mr. Marvin, Mr. Brown
seated at a desk talking in the telephone, Genevieve
Fisher, Mr. finnigan, the winners of the Chicago Alumni
Association Merit Awards, spring 1945 in front of
Memorial Union, Fern Glaiser, campus scenes, Paustain,
and Kooser.

Iowa State campus films / ISC farm
foundation [motion picture]

1946

4‐7755

Mr. Wallace visits with the tnant family at an Iowa State
Farm Foundation site. While there he takes soild
samples, photographs, and observes their livestock and
crop production practices.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1936

4‐7606

123‐Iowa State president Friley awards "I" blankets and
yearbooks are presented to Carrie Chapman Catt, Friley,
and others on stage in front of Curtiss Hall. Men play
tennis on courts where Howe Hall and Beyer Gym are
now located, shows cherry pie making and sale, cake
and cookie contest judging, VEISHEA displays, and a
dance exhibition. 124‐Shows a photo of a group in
Washington DC, women in a three legged race and ina
sack race, and 4‐H camp lecture by Kooser. (camp
Marston on Rainy Lake Minn.) a man fishing in the lake,
archery contest, men on a dock with fish, a softball
game, a class on using nets to catch insets, people
playing badminton, and people swimming in the lake.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1933

4‐7607

151‐Geology students leave a building on campus and
board a bus for a field trip to a strip or pit mining
operation. They also hike through some woods and
along stone cliffs in order to examine rock formations
and then depart by both bus and automobiles. 152‐
Shows two men being greeted at a doorway prior to a
football game and various members of the faculty,
former students inculding one of the original Cyclones,
and the public walking to their seats at Clyde Williams
Stadium. 153‐People who have received some typ of
award pose in front of the Memorial Union in small
groups on an early spring day. Busses drive by on road
between the Union and the Campanile, possible
VEISHEA display where people generate electricity by
hand and try other experiments, a man uses a lathe to
work on a piece of metal, and another man
demonstrates glass forming and blowing.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1938

4‐7679

The VEISHEA parade with marching bands, floats,
VEISHEA Queens, the central campus flag pole, Morrill
Hall, Curtiss Hall, the Federal Laboratory Building, the
swans Lancelot and Elaine, mallard ducks on Lake
LaVerne, the Memorial Union, the Maples area, the
Campanile, and Knute, the night watchman.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

4‐7686

256‐(color)‐Shows men at the Fire School receiving
training on the rescue of injured linesmen and the use
of different types of fire extinguishers. 257‐(color)‐A
man in an Army uniform and people on the roof of a
building with smoke billowing around. 258‐Navy
Midshipmen march in review at Clyde Williams Stadium,
(color)‐ 4‐H girls hold a ceremony in Clyde Williams
Stadium. 259‐(color)‐ Two 4‐H girls outside, (b&w) ‐ 4‐H
girls dine in State Gym, Room 3 Physics Building
classroom, two girls handling a snake.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

4‐7704

261‐VEISHEA Queen arrives to take her place among
college official; (color) military units on central campus;
the Iowa State campus in the winter. 265‐WOI radio
production manager Hull reads copy into a microphone
in the studio, Mr. Maloney interviews Chrisitan
Petersen. Women attend ambulance training class and
use an old fire truck to learn about vehicle maintenance
and care, also how to change a tire. 266‐Spring and
summer scenes of central campus. 267‐Title slides for a
civilian defense school.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1941

4‐7708

221 ‐ (color) ‐ New men's residence halls, (b&w) a large
group of people on the hillside north of Lake LaVerne.
223 ‐ (color) ‐ Freshman Days group of tours of campus,
parade at Cylde Williams Stadium, football highlights,
the marching band, and a salute to the class of 1930.
224 ‐ (color) ‐ Agricultural Engineering Laboratory
building on fire, March 31st, 1941, shows people
removing items from the building before the fire broke
through the roof.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

4‐7720

108 ‐ The Pattern Shop and Foundry building,
(Mechanical Engineering, razed 1981, and Building "A"
razed 1973), Science Building, MacKay, Richardson Court
Residence Association, East Drive and Old Dairy,
Memorial Union, Dairy Industry, Iowa State President
Hughes and Dean Friley,Clyde Williams Stadium, and
Veterinary Quadrangle (Lagomarcino) addition
construction in time lapse photography. 110 ‐ Marching
band and military units drill on central campus, Dr.
Cessna, and long tables set up in the Great Hall of the
Memorial Union. 111 ‐ Voting for Engineer Lady in
Marston Hall, marcing band at a football game in Clyde
Williams Stadium, and the card section in the stands.
112 ‐ Radio tower construction. 113 ‐ State Field (Clyde
Williams Stadium), winter scenes on campus, Botany
(Catt Hall), Central, (Beardshear Hall), and graduation.
Also 2200 high school band mambers attend a football
game against Drake, and the construction of Service
Building (Snedecor) as part of a PWA Federal Emergency
Administration of Public Works project 1592‐F.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1946‐1947 4‐7721

429 ‐ (color, 1947) ‐ "May daze for married" or Mr. and
Mrs. Week end" held along Tower road in Pammel Court
on the Iowa State campus May 3rd and 4th. Shows
some of the children's costume parade, pony rides, adult
entertainment, games and food available. 430 ‐ Shows a
large group of teenage campers at a lake, possibly Pine
Lake near Eldora, as they participate in group games and
activities. They play with a giant pushball on the lawn,
play volleyball, swim in the lake, and play croquet.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

ND

4‐7732

413 ‐ Football game highlights at Clyde Williams Stadium
from possibly two games. 414 ‐ The marching band at
Clyde Williams Stadium on the track and field, also
shows the flag raising and part of a show.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1941

4‐7753

(color) ‐ Clarion, Iowa school bus unloading students,
(b&w) ‐ VEISHEA open houses on campus, botany
display, glass blowing demonstration, (color) ‐ the north
stairs of State Gym, a meal being served, chemistry
demonstration, two girls holding snakes, a football game
north of State Gym, a group of people pose for a photo
on the east steps of Beardshear Hall.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1943

4‐7811

207 ‐ The east entrance, circulation desk, and reading
room of the library. 208 ‐ (sound) ‐ "Our wild life
resource" United State Department of Agriculture
Extension Service; a Bureau of Biological Survey Picture;
subject matter, H.P. Sheldon, W.B. Bell; continuity, C.A.
Lindstrom; camera, Eugene Tucker; recording, Rueben
Ford; narrator, Paul G. Redington; Talks about wildlife
natural resources and shows flocks of ducks. 210 ‐
Military student training on campus near Beardshear
Hall. Shows them putting up barb wire and running
through an obsticle course. 211 ‐ (color) ‐ Ames nursery
school, possibly WPA. 212 ‐ VEISHEA poster.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1938‐1940 4‐7821

231 ‐ ca. 1940, (color), Shows a pole raising on central
campus, an archery class on the athletic field west of the
water tower, (b&w) Guy Greene, cars and busses parked
on campus, and military units marching between
Beardshear hall, Marston Hall, and by the Hub. 232 ‐
Shows the Agricultural Engineering Hall, (Davidson Hall),
and the Physics Building. 233 ‐ ca. 1938, a film that
examines the apple and its chemical combinations,
relations, and what happens when it is eaten. Also
excerpts from "Ride 'Em Cowboy" produced by the
Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau that
shows a man on a horse coming out of a gate at the
Calgary Stampede. 234 ‐ Niagra Falls and Canadian
Customs officials, the Eastman Kodak plant in Rochester
New York, Lake Seneca, students sleeping on the bus,
passing a dairy farm near Utica, Hyde Park from across
the river, the Catskills and the Hudson River, and West
Point. 236 ‐ ca.1939, Dairy student making cheese and
testing samples in a lab./57 ‐ Professors and students
outside of Marston Hall, girls 4‐H ceremony at Clyde
Williams Field, campus buildings and scenes in winter.
Dairy Industry building, Physics Hall, the electric trolly
going through campus, MacKay Hall. State Gym. 101 ‐
Iowa State Director of Social Life Mrs. Merchant,
Director of Women's Affairs and of Personnel for
Women Miss Sims, Director of Housing Mrs. McGlade,
and Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering Mr.
Moyer. 103 ‐ VEISHEA ‐ parade, with floats, marching
band, novelty units, and a concession stand.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1938

230‐Forestry‐Tells of the training in the Iowa State
Forestry department and activities in the South Carolina
summer camp where students study wildlife, the
operation of logging and forest industries, plant nursery
work, water conservation and fire control projects, and
recreational developments in the souteastern states.
Dairy Industry‐Shows the production of Iowa Blue
Cheese in the Dairy Department facilities. Agricultural
Economics‐Shows students in farm management
organization, marketing and agricultural business
studies, livestock, and soil testing. Technical Journalism‐
The training of students to work in editorial and
advertising positions in the technical press industry and
with rural community newspaper, in radio
communications, and shows the collegiate press
operations.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1940

8‐0092

445‐Poultry vitamind deficency ‐ Shows the results of
various vitamindeficiencies in poultry such as E leading
to "crazy chick disease", D causing rickets, H causing
dermatitis, B1 causing polyneritis, and Maganese
causing perosis. 446‐"From pin feathers to plumes" ‐
Presented by Omicron Chapter of Theta Sigma Phi at
Iowa State, shows the work of Home Economics
Journalism students as they lay out the ISU student
newspaper, the Iowa Homemaker, working in a radio
newsroom, meeting professional journalists, and the
VEISHEA display. 447‐(color)‐Shows Home Decoration
students and women in the model home putting away a
sewing machine, in the kitchen, and making a bed. 448‐
Men and women climb the stairs to the east door of
Beardshear Hall.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1947

8‐0096

441‐Shows the effects of water erosion in farm fields
and along creek banks. Also shows flodded fields and
roads. 442‐Shows the IOOF (International Order of Odd
Fellows) Ames Lodge assembles on the state capital
grounds in Des Moines for a parade through downtown.
Includes marching bands, automobiles, floats, and other
Odd Fellow lodges. Also show the convention in
Veterans Memorial Auditorium.

Iowa State Campus Films. [motion
picture]

1939

8‐0121

245‐Poultry department students prepare specimens
and slides to examine under a microscope and carefully
open eggs for study. Female students in front of
MacKay Hall demonstrate various types of dance while
wearing costumes appropriate for that style. Also shows
people typing. (color)‐Female students in front of
MacKay Hall demonstrate various types of dance while
wearing costumes appropriate for that style. Also shows
the campanile, a tap routine done by seven women,
swans on the lake, (b&w) polo game on field located
approximately where Town Engineering and Design
building are now, tennis match on courts where Howe
Hall is now.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1941

8‐0140

250‐(color)‐Rural Iowans gather for their annual sports
festival; Agricultural Engineering building, (Davidson
Hall), destroyed by fire on March 31st. 251‐(color) A
woman at the doctors office; textile and clothing
projects; peoples using the east entrance to the library;
women fill out a form at a table after setting down
suitcases; a woman being served a meal by seven
others. 252‐(color)‐Iowa State football, marching band,
and flag raising at Clyde Williams Stadium. 253‐Three
men meet at a radio station, football highlights. 255a‐
Two women read an issue of "Life" magazine; women
model clothes; a man uses a plane in a wood shop.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

8‐0143

198‐Shows opening scenes from two movies "Scenes
from the world of tomorrow", the 1939 New York
Worlds Fair, presented by the Ford Motor Company, and
"Horse sense to horse power" (4‐1938), that shows from
the horse and buggy to the modern highway. Also
shows a man milking cows and transporting the milk to
the city where it is bottled at a dairy. 200‐Shows men in
laboratories in various departments around the Iowa
Stat campus and the orchestra.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1940

8‐0149

203‐(color)‐Shows the VEISHEA Queen and court being
escorted to a platform inLake LaVerne, also parade
highlights with the marching band and floats, (Campus
film 247). 204‐Titles for Applied Art Home Economics
film. 205‐Titles for Home Economics film. 206‐Shows
the sophmore costume design class drawing; titles for
Home Economics film; a woman with a child outside on
steps, a child in a playpen outside, and a woman and
child on the lawn.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1946

8‐0151

431‐(color)‐A farmer on a tractor terracing hillsides. 432‐
Titles for 1946 marching band highlight film. 433‐(color)‐
Shows the Navy band as they perform on the field at
Clyde Williams Stadium, football game highlights, and
the Iowa State marching band as they do a show at
Clyde Williams Stadium.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1940

8‐0152

247 ‐ (color) ‐ Shows the fountain north of the Memorial
Union before the Christian Petersen sculptures were
added, the womens dorms (Old Richardson Court
Association), VEISHEA opening ceremony on Lake
LaVerne, the queens arriving and Queen of Queens
crowned by the govenor of Iowa, and the parade. 248 ‐
(color) ‐ Shows the womens dorms (Old Richardson
Court Association), (b&w), Mr. Woolfries the Assistant
Director for WOI Radio reads copy in a studio and Betty
Wells reads from a book, (color), the womens dorms
(Old Richardson Court Association) from a distance.
249 ‐ (color) ‐ VEISHEA coverage like on Campus films
247 and 203.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1938,
1939

8‐0156

186 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Men inspecting trees and working with
plant cuttings. 187 ‐ (b&w) ‐ People in a cabin, the
woods with wildlife, crossing a stream by a waterfall,
and examining plants on a field trip. 188 ‐ (b&w) ‐
People examining soil formations and determining soil
types from samples, seed sorting. 189 ‐ (b&w) ‐
VEISHEA parade with floats and the marching band,
Shriners calvary demonstration and horse show at Clyde
Williams Stadium, (color) ‐ VEISHEA parade. 191 ‐
(b&w) ‐ "Jamestown" part four. Rolfe weds, Powhatten
sends braves with corn to front.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1932,
1935

8‐0158

135‐"The campus beautiful"‐Scenes of central campus,
campus buildings, the swans Lancelot and Elaine, and
Knute, the night watchman. 136‐(1932) ‐ A nursery
school teacher reads to three children, two little girls set
a table, the students and children eat at child sized
tables. 137‐(color, 1935) ‐ "Through the seasons…A
chronicle of Iowa gardening" ‐ Shows a dog in a
blooming orchard, two women with another dog, spring
flowers at the Iowa State College Formal Gardens, fall
colors on trees, a boy on a tricycle followed by a dog,
the garden of Theodore E. Sexauer at 3005 Woodland in
Ames, and chrysanthemums in the horticulture
greenhouses at Iowa State.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1943‐1947 8‐0163

405 ‐ (color) ‐ Pammel Court trailers and a woman in a
yard on a blanket with a baby, (b&w) ‐ a man inspecting
and repairing motion picture film. 406 ‐ (color) ‐ A
person splicing and inspecting motion picture film, a
model airplane contest, canoes on Lake LaVerne,
VEISHEA, a large gun on display, a baseball game, and
the Queen of Queens. 407 ‐ (color) ‐ A girls softball
game north of State Gym and a boys softball game,
(b&w) ‐ marching band and Navy cadets on the field at a
football game in Clyde Williams Stadium and the cadets
show some of the exercises they do, the Campanile.
408 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Visual Instruction Service party, (color) ‐
football game highlights.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1930

8‐8612

Broadcasting from a test kitchen. Seventeen Iowa State
coaches introduced and sports facilities shown. Iowa
State theatre production. Pella Tulip Time and Ames
flower gardens. Four Iowa State professor, Gwynne,
Paine, Cunningham and Roberts.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

DVD 002 445

193 ‐ Disclaimer made by Iowa State College Extension
Service to be shown prior to a Bayer‐Semesan Company
sponsored film about seed diseases. 195 ‐ Same
disclaimer as in 193 along with ending statement also
produced by the Extension Service telling farmers what
additional information they should know about seed
treatment. Shows students, faculity, staff and families at
Camp Marston on Rainy Lake Minnesota. Shows the
journey by boat from town passing under the
drawbridge and arriving at camp. Shows many of the
everyday activities at the camp such as fishing, doing
laundry, chopping wood, playing games such as
horseshoes, cards, swimming, boating, and table tennis.
Also shows people gathering for group photographs and
meals along with local wildlife.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1932

DVD 002 447

131 ‐ (b&w) ‐ A baby, women looking at flowers by a
house, groups of people pose for the camera, men and
boys walk through a bean field, (b&w neg) ‐ men cut
open and eat watermelon in the patch, a man
demonstrates roping by roping another man, men get
antlers and other things out of an automobile, one man
holds antlers up to his head and acts like a deer.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1938

DVD 002 448

A young man driving a convertible in winter picks up his
date from her residence hall and they drive off. Couples
order from a waiter at a resturant, a couple walks
around Lake LaVerne while a man feeds the swans
Lancelot and Elaine, and other couples lay on blankets
near to lake to study. A "five pound party" where a girl
enters the room and all her friends are gathered around
a large table and there is a box of candy waiting to be
opened. Inside the box there is a ring box and then they
pass the candy around. After that there are pictures
from a wedding. Also there are scenes of people walking
around on campus by the Hub and other buildings, a
policeman riding by on a motocycle, girls playing cards,
Mr. Chase at the organ in the Great hall of the Memorial
Union, the Campanile and carrilon with Mr. Schroeder,
and masons working on the area in front of the bas
relief at the Vet Quad where the "Gentle Doctor" will be
installed.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1940

DVD 002 449

Shows students in different areas of study at Iowa State.
Included are laboratory scenes where students are
preparing petri dishes and slides of bacteria for
microscopic study, a soil survey field trip to a building
excavation site, the taking of soil samples, a visit to a
flood plain to how streams have changed course, and
the study of minerals in rocks and soil. Also shows
students in the study of the market grading of farm
crops, hybrid corn experiments and the sorting of seed,
Industrial Education students mixing concrete and
pouring it into a mold for a garden vase, a student
turning a wooden bowl on a lathe, and students casting
aluminum. Finally shows Landscape Architecture
students in the studio, planting a tree, and examining a
model of a farmstead.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1939

DVD 002 450

163 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Campus gardener Eckberg and some of his
handiwork, (color) ‐ Crown Prine Fredrik and Princess
Ingrid of Denmark visit Iowa State and the Memorial
Union. 164 ‐ (b&w) ‐ Dedication of Clyde Williams Field.
165 ‐(color) ‐ football game highlights, the marching
band on the field for the 1939 Homecoming, and the
Memorial Union. 166 ‐ (color) ‐ A bi‐plane and single
wing small airplanes fly over central Iowa, land and take
off from an airport, football highlights, graduation on
the Iowa State central campus. 171 ‐ (b&w) ‐ title slides
for campus film #165.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1934

DVD 002 451

114 ‐ (color) ‐ Scenes around campus including the
flagpole on central campus, Botany Hall (Catt Hall),
Morrill Hall, Armory, and Marston Hall. Also Lancelot
and Elaine on Lake LaVerne, ducks, the Memorial Union,
the Maples (Music Hall), the Campanile, campus
gardener Mr. Eckberg and night watchman Mr. Heglund.
115 ‐ Memorial Union, people lining the street waiting
for a parade, traffic on the street between the
Campanile and Union, people entering West Gate, a
football game and ice hockey on Lake LaVerne. 116a ‐
Band members outside of State Gym, bands practicing in
State Gym, aerial views of the Iowa State campus, and a
class meeting outdoors.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture]

1944,
1947

DVD 002 452

409‐(color, 1944)‐Shows various scenes around campus
including Marston Hall, two trophies on a table outside
of the country club, Navy students crossing the street,
residence halls, and the physical education building
(Forker Hall). 410‐(color, 1947)‐The crowning of the
VEISHEA Queen of Queens. 411‐Possibly members of
the Iowa State football staff sitting at a desk reviewing a
book, students leaving a residence that has been
decorated for homecoming, and Beardshear Hall. 412‐
(color, 1947)‐"May daze for married" or "Mr. and Mrs.
Week end" held along Tower road in Pammel Court on
the Iowa State campus May 3rd and 4th. Shows some of
the childrens costume parade, pony rides, adult
entertainment, games and food available.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / campus scenes

1930

DVD 002 443

119 ‐ Shows scenes of central campus, the Campanile,
Marston Hall, the WOI tower, Mr. Ekberg by Lake
LaVerne, a bon fire, and aerial views of the Iowa State
campus and surrounding countryside. 121 ‐ The 1930
Dairy Cattle Congress as members of the Cow Testing
Association compete in a judging contest, also shows the
Dairy Extension Service bull.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / campus scenes

1936

DVD 002 444

116b ‐ 4‐H convention ceremony program held on the
ISC central campus. 117 ‐ Shows the dedication
ceremony for the original fountain on the north side of
the Memorial Union before the addition of the Peterson
statues. Also the filling of Lake LaVerne, ringing of the
Victory Bell located west of Beardshear Hall, and Carrie
Chapman Catt posing with President Friley, Dean
Emeritus Marsont, and Dean T.R. Agg. 118‐Scenes of
campus in winter, the easter egg hunt on central
campus, a VEISHEA float, M.D. Helser greeting Athletic
Council members R.A. Runnels, T.R. Agg, C.H. Brown,
W.L. "Pop" Foster, Ralph Thomson, Guy Lambert, and
A.J. "Spike" Crawford. Also shows T.N. Metcalf and his
dog Becky.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / Iowa State

1941

4‐7582

425 ‐ (color) ‐ A man lays out fire hose in a field as the
fire truck pulls away, puts a ladder up against a training
wall and then carries the hose and nozzle up, the "Big
Cheese" and other men walk back to the truck. 426 ‐
(b&w) ‐ Stars Over VEISHEA pageant depicting the
history of Iowa in an original musical production. 427 ‐
(b&w) ‐ The new residence hall for men, (color) ‐
commencement parade from Beardshear Hall to the
Armory, the 20th annual VEISHEA opening ceremony,
dedication of the new statues by Christian Petersen in
the fountain north of the Memorial Union.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / Iowa State University

1937

4‐7581

237 ‐ Cattle, poultry, and men at a farm. 238 ‐
Landscape architecture students in design lab, Memorial
Union fountain, Dairy Industry courtyard. 239 ‐
Livestock judging trophys, students, horse shoeing, blue
cheese, horse barns, cattle. 240 ‐ Man trying to
photograph a horse. 241 ‐ Dr. Kildee lookin at trophy
case. 242 ‐ Poultry and egg handling. 243 ‐ A farm tour,
(color) lake or riverside dock. 244 ‐ Nursery school
children set table and eat samples from glass bowls.
Two men pull a canoe up on a shore, hike into woods
and prairie. 245 ‐ An early corn sheller and grinder at a
field day demonstration.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / Iowa State University

1939

4‐7591

156‐Band playing across the steet from the Memorial
Union fountain as Crown Prince Frederik and Crown
Princess ingrid depart their automobiles and walk
towards fountain and into the Union. As they leave the
building, the Crown Princess is carrying flowers. 158‐
Women meeting in room, central campus and other
campus building, women at dining table eating a meal,
and women with a baby in a playpen. Extract from 4‐
7379, Home Management House. 159‐Chemical
Engineering student use various pieces of equipment in
the laboratories. 160‐(color)‐A woman in a garden, the
Dairy Industry courtyard fountain, the VEISHEA queen
and her court, various views of campus. 161‐ 4‐H girls
gather on central campus and line up in a large
formation, various views of campus. 162 ‐ (color) ‐ The
band leads a car into Clyde Williams Stadium, marches
down the field, football highlights, band halftime show
and card section.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / Iowa State University

1939

4‐7592

174‐Women in classes on fashion illustration, sewing,
and others modeling coats. 175‐Student use an
industrial size mixer for food preperation. 176‐Students
use various pieces of equipment for doing washing and
pressing of laundry. 177‐Students practice home
decoration. 178‐A female student serves three small
children a meal at a childs size table. 179‐ A dinner part
with the hostess serving the guests plates, students
measuring portions in a kitchen and serving to children
seated at a table, four women watch a baby in a
playpen. 180‐Students practice silverware placement at
the dinnertable, meet with instructor. 181‐(color)‐
Children washing their hands and faces at a sink. 182‐
Women with playpen, blankets and babies outdoors.
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Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / Iowa State University

1937

4‐7593

172 ‐ Shows women working with babies in order to test
their alertness and development. Also shows a couple
of other students outdoors with slightly older children
and a baby getting a bath. 173 ‐ Two women are seated
at desks when a third enters the office and joins them
for a meeting.

Iowa State campus films. [motion
picture] / ISC naval cadets

1941‐1943 4‐7399

403 ‐ (1941) ‐ Navy V‐12 recruits march across a snowy
campus after arriving as civilians, Navy "Boots" arrive for
Electrical and Diesel Schools and muster on central
campus, a review of the Diesel, Electrical and V‐12
cadets, and the Navy physical education class. 409 ‐
(1942) ‐ Review of Navy cadets as they march in the area
now occupied by Beyer Gym and Howe Hall, also shows
survey instruction. 410 ‐ (1943) ‐ Military personnel
pose for a photo in front of Beardshear Hall, Army ASTP
inspection on playfield east of women's residence halls
(Barton Hall), the Navy V‐12 unit passes in front of
Gilman Hall, review of troop north of State Gym, and
instruction on use of survey equipment.

Iowa State campus flims. [motion
picture]

1937

8‐0162

104 ‐ Shows the Engineering Hall/Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Curtiss Hall, (color) Margaret Hall, a car full
of about eight men stopping on the side of the road all
piling out by the Marlow Service Station on the edge of
town (3404 Lincolnway). Also shows girls roller skating
on campus, class registration in the Armory, men and
women playing tennis, football, and a military review
between Morrill Hall and Beardshear. Also shows
members of the "I" Club as they drive around the
residence hall to promote an event in State Gym, a
student being thrown into Lake LaVerne by others, the
marching band and military units on central cmapus,
and views of the campus from on the watertower. 105 ‐
Shows the Memorial Union in the winter and inside the
Great Hall of the Union. 107 ‐ (color) Shows part of the
graduation procession on campus, the marching band at
Clyde Williams Stadium (b&w) graduation ceremony and
the marching band leading the procession of graduates.

Iowa State campus housing. [motion
picture]

1971

4‐0795

Shows some of the activities that take place during
Residence Hall Week at Iowa State along with food
service, study rooms, rec rooms, lounges, the Towers,
old and new Richardson Court Association, and inside
Pearson house. Shows the assembly of preconstructed
housing unites by the use of a crane and tractor in order
to set them in place on their foundations.

Iowa State Campus Scenes. [motion
picture]

1962

8‐0114

Various scenes of facilitie, students, and activities
around the Iowa State University campus. Includes
shots of a wind tunnel, language labs, the Memorial
Union, Library, classrooms, snow, sun bathers, cattle
judging, meat, agronomy, Pearson, and early designs for
Hilton Coliseum.

Iowa State Center groundbreaking.
[motion picture]

1965

4‐7712

Shows clips of many speaker and Mrs. Stephens turning
the first shovel of dirt followed by retired president
Hilton inside a tent erected for the groundbreaking
ceremony.
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Iowa State Center. [motion picture]

1971

4‐0798

Shows the front, north side, of CY Stephens auditorium
as it nears completion. Also shows the sight where
Fisher Theater will be built.

Iowa State University
Iowa State University :[motion picture] / ND

1 tape of 2, sd., color; 1/2 inch video tape; ref print.

Iowa State University: [motion picture] / 1975
Education through experience

4‐7792

Gives a brief history of Iowa State and of John Atanasoff
and Frank Spedding. Shows students in the various
colleges, Greek and residence hall life, the new Iowa
State Center, students in dramatics, and football at
Clyde Williams Stadium.

Iowa State versus Nebraska. [motion
picture]

1942

4‐7823

The marching band enters Clyde Williams Stadium,
football game highlights of Iowa State and ISTC (now
University of Northern Iowa), and part of the halftime
performance by the band./Football game highlights of
Iowa State and Nebraska played in Lincoln.

Iowa State versus University of Iowa.
[motion picture]

1934

4‐7722

Highlights from the football games played in Clyde
Williams Stadium between Iowa State and the U of I.
Some of the halftime activities including the governor of
Iowa and the original "Cyclone' football team. Also
shows the fans leaving the stadium after the game,
carrying a player off on their shoulders, and ringing of
the victory bell.

Iowa: [motion picture] / Land of plenty

1949

12‐1913

Many of the state's cities such as Des moines, Sioux City,
Gldbrook, Ames, Iowa City, Spirit Lake and Pella are
shown. Many major industries are shown including
Collins Radio, Des Moines Steel, Pella Windows, Ertl,
Tone's Spices, Meredith Publishing, Earl May and Henry
Field, Iowa Paint, Mrs. Clark's Foods, Maytag, Sheaffer
Pens, Lennox, Fisher Controls, Hy‐Brid Corn, Anerson‐
Erickson, Colonial Bread, the Des Moines Register and
Tribune and Hy‐Line Chicks. Also featured are many of
the state's schools including University of Iowa, Iowa
State University, University of Northern Iowa,
Morningside, Briar Cliff, Coe, Drake and Cornell. Other
Iowa attractions include the Des Moines Art Center,
Ledges State Park, Okoboji‐Spirit Lake, golf courses,
hunting and fishing, winter sports, Pella Tulip Time,
rodeos, Drake Relays and the State Fair.

Iowa: [motion picture] / Land of plenty

1949

12‐1913

Many of the state's cities such as Des moines, Sioux City,
Gldbrook, Ames, Iowa City, Spirit Lake and Pella are
shown. Many major industries are shown including
Collins Radio, Des Moines Steel, Pella Windows, Ertl,
Tone's Spices, Meredith Publishing, Earl May and Henry
Field, Iowa Paint, Mrs. Clark's Foods, Maytag, Sheaffer
Pens, Lennox, Fisher Controls, Hy‐Brid Corn, Anerson‐
Erickson, Colonial Bread, the Des Moines Register and
Tribune and Hy‐Line Chicks. Also featured are many of
the state's schools including University of Iowa, Iowa
State University, University of Northern Iowa,
Morningside, Briar Cliff, Coe, Drake and Cornell. Other
Iowa attractions include the Des Moines Art Center,
Ledges State Park, Okoboji‐Spirit Lake, golf courses,
hunting and fishing, winter sports, Pella Tulip Time,
rodeos, Drake Relays and the State Fair.
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Iowa's proud heritage: [motion picture]
/ Your state universities

1974

8‐1289

The growth and function of the three state universities
in Iowa.

12‐0045

no description

Arc Vid 020d

Speakers discuss the scientific implications of
biotechnology and scientist training ciriculum,
biotechnology in business, and a paper discussing survey
results concerning biotechnology. Steve Handel, Jay
Malcolm.

Iowa's rural towns: [motion picture] / Do ND
ISC
ISC band
ISC Basketball
ISC vs KU
ISC vs. Drake
Issues on impact of biotech on scientific
and industrial communities.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1987

ISU 1985‐1986 basketball.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1986

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1985‐86 season.

ISU 1987‐1988 basketball
highlights.[motion picture] / cIowa

1988

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1987‐88 season.

ISU 1989‐1990 basketball
highlights.[motion picture] / cIowa

1990

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1989‐90 season.

ISU 1994 football individuals.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1994

The members of the 1994 Iowa State University football
team introduce themselves and give their numbers.

ISU basketball highlights.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1991

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1990‐91 season.

ISU basketball highlights.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1985

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1984‐85 season.

ISU basketball.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1993

Iowa State University basketball highlights from the
1992‐93 season.

ISU basketball.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1988

Iowa State University basketball preview for the 1988‐89
season.

ISU Center and Orchestra Festival.
[motion picture]

1972

4‐0799

Shows the arrival of the Boston Orchestra at the aiport
in Des Moines, CY Stephens Auditorium, and Hilton
Coliseum. Also includes an interview about the
Orchestra Festival, shows basketball and the locker
rooms inside Hilton, discusses bookings and the
construction of the "Little Theater", later to be name
Fisher Theater, and the Scheman Continuing Education
Building.

ISU Chinese student protests.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV.

1989

Arc Vid 028

A channel 5 news report on Iowa State University
students protesting after the Tiananmen Square
massacre in China. Shows several Chinese students
watching reports on tv the day before and gets the
reactions and opinins to the events. Also interviews with
students after military took action.

ISU fire simulator

ND

ISU 224

ISU Football
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ISU Football :[motion picture] / bA
decade of progress. cIowa State
University Athletic Department ; WOI ‐
TV ; producer, Bob Helmers ; director,
Richard Koch.

1983

Arc Vid 019

Highlights and top players from Iowa State University
football between 1970 and 1980. A decade that saw the
Cyclones in four post season bowl games, 1971 Sun
Bowl, 1972 Liberty Bowl, 1977 Peach Bowl, and 1978
Hall of Fame Bowl. Writer, Butch Henry ; narrator, Mark
Mathews ; creative consultant, editor, Mark Stephenson
; sports consultant, Ros Williamson, Kirk Hendrix. $cIowa
State University Athletic Department ; WOI ‐ TV ;
producer, Bob Helmers ; director, Richard Koch.

ISU Football highlights, 1993.[motion
picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV.

1993

Iowa State University football highlights from the 1993
season.

ISU Football highlights.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1987

Highlights from the 1986 football game against Kansas
and 1987 Iowa State University football season games at
Kansas and against Missouri.

ISU Football highlights.[motion picture]
/ cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State University.

1987

Highlights from the 1987 Iowa State University football
season.

ISU Football highlights.[motion picture]
/ cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State University.

1984

Highlights from the 1984 Iowa State University football
season

ISU Information Service Syndicate
examples. [motion picture]

1972

4‐0800

Shows six different aspects of Iowa State in
approximately one minute segments. Greek Week
blood drive, April, 1972. Shows some of the student
blood donors. Aid for paralysis victims, ca. winter 1972.
Shows a person in a specially adapted wheel chair.
Tornado detection research, June, 1971. Shows students
working in a lab and on a rooftop. Vet Med students
study drugs, April, 1971. Shows students in Veterinary
Medicine at lectures and working in a lab. Prefab
housing experiment, March, 1971. Shows Richardson
Court Association, Pearson house, a student lounge,
food service and the Towers.

ISU sports highlights[motion picture]
/ cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State University ;
producers, Dave Starr, Randy Shelton ;
director, editor, Randy Shelton.

1987

Arc Vid 019

Highlights from the 1986 Iowa State University fottball
season and the 1986‐87 basketball season. Introduces
the new head football coach, shows the Iowa State
University campus and tells of its academics.

ISU vs. Colorado basketball

1963

4‐8594

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and University of
Colorado on February 16, 1963. This film contains
footage from late in the first half.

ISU vs. Colorado basketball

1963

4‐8595

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and University of
Colorado on February 16, 1963. This film contains
footage from early in the second half.

ISU tour of Egypt and India

ISU vs. Colorado football.[motion picture 1993

Highlights from the 1993 football game against Colorado.

ISU vs. Colorado football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State
University.

Highlights from the October 18, 1986 football game
against Colorado in Boulder and the first round on an
episode of "Family Fued", commercials, a closed circuit
broadcast from WABC News with New York news
stories ‐ 6 transit policeman indicted, organized crime at
Kennedy Airport, two 6 year old boys slain, 14 year old
girl victim of hit and run, La Costra Nostra, Mayor Ed
Koch, Dow Jones at 1279.4, Ed Meese, Stockman,
President Reagan. Also half an episode of "Hail to the
chief".
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ISU vs. Drake basketball

1962

4‐8604

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Drake on
February 3, 1962. This film contains footage from late in
the first half and early in the second half.

ISU vs. Drake basketball

1963

4‐8605

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Draek on
January 16, 1963. This portion contains footage from the
second half.

ISU vs. Iowa basketball.[motion picture]
/ cIowa Television Network ; director,

1984

Basketball game in Iowa City between the U of I and ISU
which was won by Iowa State University, 54 to 50.

ISU vs. Iowa wrestling.[motion picture]
/ cIowa Public Television ; producer,
director, Doug Brooker.

1986

Part 1 ‐ 126 pound match Bill Kelly, 134 pound match,
Jeff Gibbons, 142 pound match Joe Gibbons, 150 pound
match Tim Krieger. Part 2 ‐ 158 pound match Bill Tate,
167 pound match Mike Van Arsdale, 177 pound match
Bob Gassman, 190 pound match Eric Voelker. Part 3 ‐
College wrestling season highlights and a recap of the
ISU vs. Iowa meet. Opening of Iowa Press and a story on
malpractice in Olwein.

ISU vs. Kansas football.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1986

Highlights from the October 24, 1987 football game
against Kansas.

ISU vs. Kansas State [?] basketball

1954

ISU vs. Kansas State football.[motion
picture] / cCyclone Television Network.

1986

Highlights from the November 15, 1986 football game
against Kansas State in Ames.

ISU vs. Kansas State football.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1986

Highlights from the November 15, 1986 football game
against Kansas State in Ames.

ISU vs. Kansas State football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State
University.

1986

Highlights from the Novemer 15, 1986 football game
against Kansas State in Ames along with highlights from
Drake and Vanderbilt from 1985.

ISU vs. Missouri football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1986

Highlights from the November 1, 1986 football game
against Missouri in Columbia.

ISU vs. Nebraska basketball

1964

4‐8601

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Nebraska on
Januray 6, 1964. This film contains footage of the second
and third quarters.

ISU vs. Nebraska basketball

1964

4‐8602

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Nebraska on
Januray 6, 1964. This film contains footage of the third
and fourth quarters.

ISU vs. Nebraska football.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1987

Highlights from the November 14, 1987 football game
against Nebraska in Lincoln.

ISU vs. Nebraska football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1986

Highlights from the November 8, 1986 football game
against Nebraska in Ames.

ISU vs. Nebraska football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1986

Highlights from the November 8, 1986 football game
against Nebraska in Ames.

ISU vs. New Mexico basketball

1965

4‐8603

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and New Mexico
on December 6, 1965. This film contains footage of the
second half.

ISU vs. Oklahoma football

1966

8‐9108

Football game in Ames between ISU and Oklahoma on
Spetember 24, 1966. Oklahoma won the game by the
score 29‐11.

ISU vs. Oklahoma football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1986
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ISU vs. Oklahoma football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1985

Highlights from the October 26, 1985 football game
against Oklahoms in Norman.

ISU vs. Oklahoma halftime.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1984

Halftime of the ISU vs. Oklahoma homecoming football
game at night in Ames. Features include the 1984
Olympic athletes from Iowa State University, Cy's
Favorite Alum, and the combined Alumni and Varsity
Marching Bands performing the 1812 Overture.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State [?] basketball

1967

4‐8597

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and possibly
Oklahoma State on January 9, 1967.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State basketball, part 1 1964

4‐8591

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Oklahoma
State University on February 15, 1964. This film contains
footage of the first and second quarters.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State basketball, part 2 1964

4‐8592

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Oklahoma
State University on February 15, 1964. This film contains
footage of the second and third quarters.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State basketball, part 3 1964

4‐8593

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Oklahoma
State University on February 15, 1964. This film contains
footage of the third and fourth quarters and the
overtime period.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State football.[motion 1986
picture] / cIowa State University.

Iowa State University football game in Stillwater,
Oklahoma against Oklahoma State.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State football.[motion 1986
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

Highlights from the November 23, 1986 football game
against Oklahoma State.

ISU vs. Oklahoma State wrestling. [motio 1986

6‐1148

no description

ISU vs. Oklahoma State
wrestling.[motion picture] / cIowa
Public Television ; producer, director,
Doug Brooker.

1986

ISU vs. San Diego State basketball

1963

4‐8598

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and San Diego
State on December 14, 1963. This film contains footage
from late in the first half and early in the second half.

ISU vs. unidentified basketball team

1964 ca.

4‐8606

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and an
unidentified opponet, possibly Colorado. This film
contains footage of the second half.

ISU vs. University of Texas‐El Paso
basketball

1961

8‐9107

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and University of
Texas‐El Paso (UTEP) on December 2, 1961. This film
contains footage from late in the first half and the entire
second half.

ISU vs. Utah State basketball

1963

4‐8599

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Utah State on
December 16, 1963. This film contains footage of the
first and second halves.

ISU vs. Utah State basketball

1963

4‐8600

Basketball game in Ames between ISU and Utah State on
December 16, 1963. This portion contains footage from
the second half.

ISU vs. Utah State football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1985

Highlights from the September 14, 1985 football game
against Utah State in Ames Iowa.

ISU vs. Vanderbilt football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State
University.

1985

Highlights from the September 21, 1985 football game
against Vanderbilt in Ames Iowa and the field goal with
3 seconds remaining to give ISU a 20‐17 victory.
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ISU vs. Wichita State football.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1986

Highlights from the September 27, 1986 football game
against Wichita State in Ames.

ISU vs. Wichita State football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State
University.

1986

Highlights from the September 27, 1986 football game
against Wichita State in Ames and from the game
November 16, 1985 game at Kansas State.

ISU vs. Wyoming football.[motion
picture] / cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State

1986

Highlights from the September 26, 1987 football game
against Wyoming in Laramie.

ISU women's basketball.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1993

Iowa State University womens basketball practice and
audio of other sports news.

ISU women's basketball.[motion picture] 1984

Iowa State University womens basketball practice.

ISU's "Dirty thirty" celebrate 30.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1989

Many players from the 1959 "Dirty Thirty" return to the
Iowa State University campus for a thirty year reunion.

It's a Nice Place to Visit

197?

6‐1236

Retailers from around the country talk about marketing
meat in their stores. They speek of the challenges of the
1970's, reaching the target audience, larger stores, and
the division of those stores into "boutiques" specializing
in like items. $c21st Century Rath presents ; Fred A.
Niles Communications Centers, Inc. Peter McGauldrick,
J. D. Newsome, Lamare Blanton, and Bill Banks.

Its your accident
It's your accident
Jim Walden Show.[motion picture]
/ cWOI ‐ TV, Iowa State University.

1989

John Deere Engineering Today for
Tomorrow

1979

8‐7235

Shows the John Deere Product Engineering Center in
Waterloo Iowa and the tasks of the employees as the
work on all types of engines, transmissions and
agricultural equipment for world martkets. Also shows
the testing of components and tractors for operator
comfort and stability.

Kamakura Japan to Hong Kong. [motion
picture]

1929

DVD 001 504

1929 LA ( landscape architecture ) 142c trip. 500
$aIowa State College Landscape Architecture Professors
Elwood and Popham take 4 students, Bethane
Carpenter, John Hall, Max Bird and Norman Morris, on a
tour of Japan, China, Phillipine and Hawaian
Islands. 520
$aFrom on the train between Kamakura
and Kyoto we see prosperous rice farms and then it is on
to the sacred island of Miyajima ( Itsuku‐Shima ) before
heading on to Seoul, Korea. There we see the city from
the Temple heights and their Korean guide in the
markets. 520 0 $aIt is then on to Shanghai, the gateway
to China, where the tour takes them by a wilow patern
tea house, temples, and the harbor Whang‐poo River
where they see foreign battleships at anchor. 520 0
$aNext is their approach to Hong Kong, a distant view of
the peak, the upper deck of C.P. SS "Empress of Russia",
and views of Hong Kong from the docks at Kowloon.
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A conversation with Coach Walden and some Iowa State
University football players, commercials, highlights, the
"Fan's Plan", introduction of the tight ends coach during
"Coach's Corner", introduction of the captains and
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Kamakura Japan to Peking China.
[motion picture]

1929

DVD 001 398

1929 LA ( landscape architecture ) 142c trip. 500
$aIowa State College Landscape Architecture Professors
Elwood and Popham take 4 students, Bethane
Carpenter, John Hall, Max Bird and Norman Morris, on a
tour of Japan, China, Phillipine and Hawaian
Islands. 520
$aThe touring party has a meeting with
Landscape Architects Dr. Uyehara and Paul Tono, visits
the Great Diabutsu and the entrance to an ancient
temple in Kamakura. From ther they traveled to Nikko
where they visited the Great Tombs of the Shoguns, the
entrance to the Nikko Temple, and see great
cryptomeria overshadowing the Great Temple of
Nikko. 520 0 $aFrom Japan they travel to Peking they
see workers watering a street and visit the Forbidden
City where thy view the winter palce and a minor
entrance. From there they take a trip to Pei Hai plow
through the lotus in the Golf of Tonkin, view Chinese
temples, and see Coal Hill. Back in Peking they travel
near the presidents palace, view the private gardens of
the Neatherlands Syndicate, the Llama Temple grounds,
the Temple of Confucius, the Spirit Stairway, Hall of
Classics, the Porcelain Pagoda in the Western Hills near
the Summer palace, the Jade Fountain, Echo Temple,
and the Temple of Heaven.

Kansas City fire test

ND

Kansas City Kansas to Baton Rouge
Lousiana. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 509

Iowa State College Landscape Architecture Professor
Elwood takes students on a tour of the southern and
eastern United States. Stops first in Kansas City where
they visit the War Memorial, the contry club section
where they see stone houses in the old section, small
parks at street intersections desgined by Hare and Hare,
private homes, gardens, and a swimming pool with bath
house also designed by Hare and Hare, a small
swimming pool in a park and neat neighborhood shops
in an attractive setting. From there they traveled on to
Hot Springs National Park and the Ozarks in Arkansas
and on to Natchez Mississippi where they see the old
rear wheel riberboat "Tennessee Belle" unloading flour
sacks, old homes and gardens, crepe myrtle in bloom on
lower slope along the river and along streets, the old
plantation home "Brandon", and typical sunken
roadways nearby. From there it is on to Uncle Sam's
Ranch near New Orleans, Audubon Park with its great
swimming pool, the towers of Tulane University, and it's
great live oaks. In New Orleans they also visit Audubon
Place, cross the Mississippi by boat, and see shipping
board craft abandoned after the war. They then travel
to "Oak Lawn Garden" near Franklin, "Shadows on the
Teche", home of Mr. Weeks hall, painter, the Aviary
Island bird sanctuary and see egrets and the home of
the owner, the old plantation manor house in St.
Francesville "Rose Dawn" with it's french treillage
garden house and entrance gateway, and the Univeristy
of Louisiana in Baton Rouge and construction of the new
state house.

Kansas St. vs. ISC
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Kansas St. vs. ISC
Kathy ‐ John Morrel Packing
KCCI News.[motion picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV 1989

Channel 8 news stories about Iowa State University
basketball game against Dayton, 1989 ISU football
highlights, the Arizona basketball coach, and West Des
Moines Valley vs. Des Moines East High School
basketball game.

KCCI News.[motion picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV 1988

Channel 8 news stories about the Iowa State Fair
Husband calling contest, a petition for the Socialist party
candidate, the Jim Walden Show, ISU at Colorado
football, Greyhound Bus Lines office building, West Des
Moines road construction, Ankeny High School softball,
USAF civilians taking aerial photographs.

KCCI News.[motion picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV 1988

Channel 8 news stories about the Red Cross Ham Radio
relay to Jamaica, ISU football highlights from Kansas
State, babies in the Intensive Care Unit at University of
Iowa Hospitals and ISU football highlights from
Oklahoma including the band on the field.

KCCI News.[motion picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV 1988

Channel 8 news staries about the Iowa State Fair, Nan
Wood and "American Gothic", Tom Miller and dieting
fraud, Yvette Louisell trial testimony and ISU vs. Kansas
football.

KCCI News.[motion picture] / cKCCI ‐ TV 1988

Channel 8 news stories about the Alleman Co‐op and
crop prices due to drought, irrigation farm research, ISU
vs. Nebraska football in the snow, stock footage of
sunsets, moon, cow and tree, cardinal, stream, field and
light snow cover. Also an interview iwht a singer in the
Messiah and Yvette Louisell trial testimony.

Keep Track of Trains

1982

6‐0767

A film on railroad crossing safety. Discusses three
important factors that can reduce crossing accidents :
education, engineering, and enforcement. Produced by
Iowa Operation Lifesaver Committee ; through the
facilities of Jack Lieb Productions, Inc.

Khruschev and Garst, Coon Rapids.
[motion picture]

1959

DVD 002 994

Clips of the Krushchev visit to the Garst farm, in Coon
Rapids, Iowa and the John Chrystal farm.

Khruschev at Garst's farm. [motion
picture]

1959

DVD 002 993

Clips of the Krushchev visit to the Garst farm touring the
fields and with the family. Also some of the signs in
Coon Rapids Iowa store windows that were written in
Russian.

Killing weeds with 2 4d

1967

8‐0681

Explains the use of 2,4‐d, a chemical weed killer.
Describes mixtures and spraying techniques and shows
common weeds before and after spraying.

1984

Arc Vid 012

Raw footage of the Iowa State University student radio
station KUSR

KTC vs. Cornell
KUSR.[motion picture] / cIowa State
University.
Lactation
Ladder & ventilation practices (Missouri) ND
Ladders ‐ basic operations

ND

Landmarks in Iowa History
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Last Pony Mine ‐ extracts

1973

12‐6498

Depicts the day in the life of the coal miners at the New
Gladstone Mine in Appanoose County, Iowa. The mine
was considered to be the last operating mine in the US
that used ponies for underground haulage and one of
the last, if not the last, advancing longwall mine.

Last pony mine. [motion picture]

1973

DVD 002 923

Depicts the day in the life of the coal miners at the New
Gladstone Mine in Appanoose County, Iowa. The mine
was considered to be the last operating mine in the US
that used ponies for underground haulage and one of
the last, if not the last, advancing longwall mine.

4‐0723

No description

Landmarks in Iowa History

Leader for the National Association of Co ND
Leaf stripper. [motion picture]

1964‐1969 4‐6931

Shows a leaf stripper being pulled through a field behind
a tractor.

Legume seed through insect menegeme 1953

8‐0061

Forage plants, Pollination, Insecticides

Lesson plan for Tuesday. [motion
picture]

1962

4‐7742

An 8th grade homemaking class discusses the selection
of childrens toys, the use of household kitchen objects,
and where to find out what children like to play with at
different ages.

Levels of production. [motion picture]

ND

6‐1226

no description

Liberation of zoospores in the alga basicl 1964

4‐0750

Spores (Botany), Basicladia, and Zoospores.

Library 160 composite tape.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University Media
Production Unit ; Iowa State University
Parks Library Instruction ; producer,
Robert B. Lindemeyer ; director, editor,
Toni Sawyer.

1986

Arc Vid 005

Three short instructional videos for the Iowa State
University Library 160 course. "More than just books",
"The search begins", and "A lesson learned ‐ the next
day" help to acquaint students to the facility and how to
begin their research, where to find information, and
reference resources available. Writer, Mark Albright ;
content advisor, Trudy Jacobson ; asistant director, Judy
Blank ; videographer, Ed Rearick ; technical director,
Terry Henderson ; lighting, Tom Freelove ; sound, Ralph
Zuzolo ; production assistants, Carroll Altman, Kevin
Byall, Leslie Morris, D. J. Pinter, Larry Prince, Tim Rusk.
Iowa State University Media Production Unit ; Iowa
State University Parks Library Instruction ; producer,
Robert B. Lindemeyer ; director, editor, Toni Sawyer.

Library 160 excerpts.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State UniversityMedia
Resources Center ; writer, producer,
Robert B. Lindenmeyer ; director,

1983

Arc Vid 029

Discusses the basic information needed to utilize various
services of the Iowa State University library. Covers the
card catalogue, reference, circulation desk and reserve
desk.

Lewis Inspection ‐ Ames Lab
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Library 160.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University Media Resource Center
; writer, producer, Robert B.
Lindenmeyer ; director, editor, Terry D.
Henderson.

1981

Arc Vid 015

A compilation of four library instruction tapes that give a
tour of the facility and introduce the services available
to students at Iowa State University. Content advisor,
Trudy Jacobson ; videographers, Tom Freelove, Ed
Rearick, Mark Shumard ; soundtape, Mark Luensman ;
props, Catherine Patton ; continuity, Cynthia Wastlund ;
catering, Twila Young ; production assistants, Steven
Lind, John Alexander, Mark Albright, Mike Purvis,
Richard R. Robbins ; Cyndi Mahoney, Kay Fanslow. Rob
Gallagher, Jamie Wright Coniglio, Joe Paolo, Bacchus,
Polly Weldon Seals, Richard R. Robbins, Chuck Hughs,
Buddy Proce, J. P. mittag, Jean Mane Roth, Jon Gates,
Charles H. Hams. Laura Kline, Janet Klaas, Cathy Rod,
Trudy Jacobson. Iowa State University Media Resource
Center ; writer, producer, Robert B. Lindenmeyer ;
director, editor, Terry D. Henderson.

Library addition[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University Media
Resources Center ; producer, Mike

Arc Vid 021b

Tells of the construction of an addition to Iowa State
University Parks Library and tells of the departments
that will be housed in it.

Library tour.[motion picture] / cIowa Sta 1985

Arc Vid 007

A general tour of the facilities and the services available.

Life at Camp Marston. [motion picture]

1935

4‐7682

Shows Civil Engineering students training at Camp
Marston located on Rainy Lake, Minnesota. Shows
survey training, dock construction, life around camp
(playing horseshoes, doing the laundry, giving haircuts),
boating on the lake, unloading supplies from a boat and
a train car at a staion marked "Ames Iowa State Civil
Engineering Summer Camp…".

Life cycle housing for hogs. [motion
picture]

1957

8‐0789

Shows the proper housing and feeding for hogs during
various stages of their life. Emphisis on feeding and
building efficiency.

Life cycle housing for hogs. [motion
picture]

1957

8‐8542

Shows the proper housing and feeding for hogs during
various stages of their life. Emphisis on feeding and
building efficiency.

Life cycling and rearing methods of the e 1963

8‐0012

European corn borer

Limestone: Iowa's buried treasure
[motion picture]/ Iowa Limestone

12‐5478

Iowa limestone. Iowa agriculture. Mines and mineral
resources in Iowa.

1974

Little girl ‐ Marvel Chow Mein
Livestock Farmers and the Four Flies

DVD 002 922

Livestock feeding clips
Livestock insects. [motion picture]

1955

8‐0160

Shows common livestock insects and discusses their
appearance, habits, and control.

Living diversity: [motion picture] /
Residence halls at Iowa State

1975

4‐7422

Tells about some of the activities available to students
who live in the residence halls in any of the three
associations at Iowa State. Some of the events include
dinner exchanges, dances, intramurals, films, fund
raising, and student government.

6‐1237

no description

Locomotion disturbances in cattles. [mot ND
Lou Christ in the reactor

ND

Lovis Nye Commercials
Lunch with Johnny
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Making Meringues

ND

8‐0382

no description

Map reading exercise. [motion picture]

1969

4‐1881

Map reading exercise. ISU Media Resources Center
donated.

Marching band and football highlights.
[motion picture]

1946

8‐0139

Shows the highlights from three weekends of the 1946
football season. Shows parts of the Iowa State and Iowa
State Teachers College, (University of Northern Iowa),
pregame and halftime shows of October 5th, pregame
and halftime form October 12th, and the homecoming
crowd walking down Sheldon to Clyde Williams Stadium
on October 26th where the band leads a automobile
down the track, there are pregame, football and
halftime highlights, and shots of the fans in the stands.

Marching band at Nebraska. [motion
picture]

1946

4‐7715

Shows the highlights from the Iowa State performance
at the University of Nebraska football game in 1946.

Marching band highlights. [motion
picture]

1941

8‐0122

Shows the highlights from six weekends of the 1941
football season. Shows parts of the pregame and
halftime shows of October 4th, pregame from October
18th, the Iowa State and Kansas bands during a parade
in Lawrence, Kansas and the pregame there, November
1st highlights in Clyde Williams Stadium, November 15th
at Drake Stadium in Des Moines, and November 22nd
back in Ames.

Mesquaki. [motion picture]

1976

4‐8383

Filmed on location at the Mesquaki Indian Settlement,
Tama, Iowa.

Miami water application

ND

Mid term grade. [motion picture]

1965

6‐1201

no description

Miracles from agriculture. [motion pictur 1960

6‐1532

Farm produce. Agriculture.

Modern problems of flight [motion pictu 1956

12‐2278

Lippisch, Alexander. High speed aeronautics.

Making of chuckwagon instant dinner re
Management of the pheasant in norther

Mechanical harvester for strawberries

Midwest Farm Report "10
Midwest Farm Report "11
Midwest Farm Report "12
Midwest Farm Report "13
Midwest Farm Report "15
Midwest Farm Report "16
Midwest Farm Report "17
Midwest Farm Report "19
Midwest Farm Report "20
Midwest Farm Report "21
Midwest Farm Report "22
Midwest Farm Report "23
Midwest Farm Report "24
Minerals from Iowa's
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Mountain climbers. [motion picture]

1953

4‐7690

Two men inspect equipment for a mountain climbing
expedition while sitting in their living room. Also shows
the men at a mountain base camp and as they cross a
snow field.

Mourning dove in Iowa

ND
8‐0154

Tells of the seasonal ranges of doves and their prefered
nesting sites, describes how long it takes to build a nest,
incubate the eggs, and for the young to leave the nest.
Also tells of unsuccessful nestings and the reasons such
as stong winds, falls, and cats. Finally, it looks at the
birds diet of hemp and other seeds and their defense of
the nest.

Mourning Dove in Iowa. [motion picture] 1939

Movie of the mechanical harvester for st
Moving on
Mrs. Wonderful. [motion picture]

1972

6‐1210

Dramatization of a 1890's Rath salesman collecting
market information by going door to door interviewing
housewives about what they want in hams. Tells how
modern information is collected by the Market Research
Corporation of America and reported to the Ham
Information Center in Waterloo, Iowa. Also tells of the
origins of the smoked and flavored hams available and
shows Rath displays and advertising. Composer, Howard
Beyer ; art director, Dan Polasiak ; banjo, Wally Friedrich
; camera, Lamar Bloodworth ; editor, Don Tait. Rath
Packing Company ; Fred A. Niles Communications
Centers, Inc. ; written and directed by, Bill Grisham.

Mulligan stew promo. [motion picture]

1973

4‐0794

Introduces teachers and leaders of youth groups to the
series "Mulligan Stew" which was designed to turn on
preteens to the importance of good eating and good
nutricional habits. Uses animation, rock music,
interviews with athletes and ordinary people to get its
point across.

Murray Harpole, BS Engr., 1943.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1991

Arc Vid 047

Mr. Harpole tells about he and four partners built up the
Pentair Company.

Murray Harpole.[motion picture]
/ bPentair, the first 20 years. cIowa

1991

Arc Vid 048

The story of the Pentair Company and its growth over
the past 20 years.

National 4‐H club congress. [motion
picture]

1956

12‐0278

A record of the 34th Annual 4‐H Congress held in
Chicago.

National 4‐H club congress. [motion
picture]

1956

12‐0278

A record of the 34th Annual 4‐H Congress held in
Chicago.

National crisis action rally.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

Arc Vid 006

Farmers and advocates from around the mid‐west speak
at the National Farm Crisis Rally held in Hilton Coliseum
on the Iowa State University campus. Includes speakers
from the National Farmers Organization, Iowa Farm
Unity Coalition, Women Involved in Farm Economics,
Farm Extension, National Grange, First State Center Bank
of Sauk Centre, MN., National Agriculture Movement,
National Consumers League and the Chancellor of the
University of Minnesota.

National dairy cattle congress. [motion p ND

8‐3195

Cattle breeding.

National Farmers Organization "14
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1968

8‐8772

Part 1 ‐ Raw footage for a fire safety film. Multiple takes
of a woman sleeping in a chair waking up to find smoke
in the room, a storage room with paint cans and rags, a
car pulling into a parking lot as seen from a basement
window, smoke coming out of an apartment door,
women coming out into hallway, man driving around
town, man working on small airplane engine, man in
wheelchair at hospital, nurse collecting (trash) bags,
firemen leaving station, map of downtown Des Moines
area. Part 2 ‐ Foundry workers, fire dispatcher, woman
typing in office, truck backing into building through
overhead door, fire in trash, man in lab with overloaded
outlet, fire in stroage room among the paint cans and
man starting fire. James "Red" Varnum.

New alchemy: [motion picture] / A
rediscovery of promise

1983

12‐7641

Tells about the New Alchemy Institute in Massachusetts
which is deicated to increasing self sufficiency and
decreasing dependence on exologically harmful forms of
energy and fossil fuels. Explains the experiments and
research that are performed at the Institute and the
emphasis on improvements to small scale agriculture.

New alliance. [motion picture]

1961

12‐0253

Medical electronics. Iowa State University

8‐3501

Corn breeding. Hybrid corn.

New era in swine production. Time for a ND

6‐1345

no description

New Patterns on the Land

6‐0894

Soil conservation, Land use

8‐0215

A report on a research project, about one third
completed and analized, involving 117 infant subjects on
the effect of continous mothering. Tells of how there
were three groups in the study, those raised by their
natural birth parents, those in foster care, and those in
the Home Management House where eight women,
along with a live‐in advisor, live in a house for a six week
course with a child of up to three months in age. Shows
some of the children and the physical and mental
testing that occured.

Navy V‐12
NEMA. [motion picture]

New Alchemists

New corns for a greater harvest. [motion 1967
New cyclone stadium

New Ways with Castaways

1957

NFO "8 Faith In Life
NFO "9 Rennovation of Rural America
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "2
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "3
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "4
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "5
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "6
NFO Midwest Farm Reports "7
NFO Speaks "25
NFO: There is a way
Non‐continuous mothering. [motion
picture]
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Noontime at nursery school. [motion
picture]

1937

4‐7557

Shows children in the Wee Cookroom for 4 and 5 year
olds. Watches as they break and scramble eggs, cook
them, set the table and serve the food. Also shows a
study of children's food habits using individual tables set
with 16 different foods using no seasonings or mixtures
where the children are allowed to eat as much as they
want from each dish and then are refilled when empty
in a self‐selected diet.

Nor iron bars a cage. [motion picture]

1959

8‐2956

Follows the experiences of an inmate of a correctional
institution showing his reactions to conditions of his
confinement and discussing opportunities offered to
him for reorientation and training.

Nor iron bars a cage. [motion picture]

1959

8‐2956

Follows the experiences of an inmate of a correctional
institution showing his reactions to conditions of his
confinement and discussing opportunities offered to
him for reorientation and training.

Norman Borlaug ‐ revolutionary. [motion 1971

6‐1519

Borlaug, Norman. Wheat ‐ varieties. Green revolution.

Northeast Iowa

6‐1408

Iowa ‐ description and travel

Nostalgia outs: [motion picture] / Sync
shots of faculty members.

ND

8‐0099

A man conducting a music group, possibly Gilman in the
lab, a woman, and a man at a desk with a student.

Nozzleman. [motion picture]

1961

DVD 001 368

Fire extinction. Fire streams.

8‐6131

A northeastern Louisiana African‐American family
continues a family enterprise of making syrup from cane
sugar. We see the entire process as they use old time
methods and machines for harvesting, crushing and
boiling. Cinematographer, Les Benedict ; assistants, Zora
Knudsen and Bowie Snyder ; music, Michael Williams.
Brady Stribling, Corene Stribling, Brady Stribling Jr.,
Michael Stribling, and Evert Stribling.

Oil‐in‐water emulsions: [motion picture] 1969

check title

Sexually transmitted diseases.

Old Capitol: Resurection of A Landmark

12‐5516

Discusses some of the history of Iowa and how the site
in Iowa City was picked for a capitol building. Tells about
the buildings construction, restoration in the 1920's, and
the most recent restoration work done in the 1970's.
Shows what some of the rooms looked like before and
after along with some of the work being done.
Photography, Ron Stanford, Geoff deValois, Paul
Hopkins ; narrator, Jim Wise, drawings, Jim Peterson,
script, Paul Hopkins, Ellen Oszman ; consultant,
Margaret Kayes.

Arc Vid 014

Gives a history of the student radio station KUSR at Iowa
State University, shows some of the equipment, and
interviews KUSR advisor Glenn Berger.

Of Sugar Cane and Syrup

Off the record

On air.[motion picture] / cIowa State
University ; producers, Tereas Hatton,
Cindy Holden, Bill Heyser.

1984

On the leading edge, Aerospace
Engineering at ISU.[motion picture]

1993
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Oneota Longhouse People

1972

8‐8788

Archelogical excavations of Oneota mounds in northeast
Iowa and the indications of the settlement and
longhouses that were unearthed. Tells how the sight
was inhabited in about 1000 AD and reads accounts of
explorers who visited the area villages. Narrator, James
Wise ; music, Douglas Freeman ; state archaelogist,
Marshall McKusick ; research associate, Nickel Brown.
Ancient Iowa film series. Episode #6. roduced by, Eric
Carlson and Dennis Nastav ; produced at, University of
Iowa Motion Picture Unit. Funded by National
Endowment for the Humanities.

Open door to greater beef profits. [moti 1955

8‐0113

Beef cattle feeding and feeds.

Open Door to Greater Dairy Profits

8‐0787

Traces the nutritional development of a dairy cow
showing the changing requirements at finishing time, at
peak production, and during late pregnancy.

1959

Open door to greater egg
Open door to greater egg profits
Open door to greater egg profits.
[motion picture]

1953

Discusses factors which influence profits in egg
production, such as management practices, nutrition,
housing, disease control and marketing.

Open door to greater egg profits.
[motion picture]

1953

16‐0084

Discusses factors which influence profits in egg
production, such as management practices, nutrition,
housing, disease control and marketing.

Open door to greater hog profits.
[motion picture]

1952

8‐8075

Discusses proper feeding of hogs and the importance of
balanced rations, the esential amino acids, minerals,
vitamins, and antibiotics. and four nutritionally
significant periods in the life of young pigs. Also looks at
Experiment Station research, how hog farming has
changed from 1900 to 1950, and looks at some different
swine operations around the state of Iowa.

Operation EDITH. [motion picture]

1965

4‐6860

Tells about Operation EDITH, Exit Drill In The Home.

Operation feedbunk. [motion picture]

1959

4‐0953

A look at the Sunnyside Stock Farm north of the town of
Hartley in northern Iowa. Tells of how, as a student, Paul
developed a plan for a cattle feeding system that would
deliver measured amounts of corn and silage to the feed
trough automatically. Shows how he developed his idea
and installed it on the family farm and became a
consultant helping others install such a system on their
farms throughout the United States.

Operation feedbunk. [motion picture]

1959

4‐0953

A look at the Sunnyside Stock Farm north of the town of
Hartley in northern Iowa. Tells of how, as a student, Paul
developed a plan for a cattle feeding system that would
deliver measured amounts of corn and silage to the feed
trough automatically. Shows how he developed his idea
and installed it on the family farm and became a
consultant helping others install such a system on their
farms throughout the United States.

Operation of Oliver 540 and John Deere

1982

Our Iowa. [motion picture]/ University of 1946

12‐0933

Iowa description and travel.

Outdoor flight testing of wingless aircraft 1953

4‐5310

Lippisch, Alexander. Aerodyne.

Open the Door to Greater Hog Profits
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Outlawing farm fires

ND

Outlaws. [motion picture]

1974

4‐2413

Describes the different types of worms, grubs and lice
that infect cattle and the damage that they cause.
Recomends Tramisol and Warbex for treatment.

Outlaws. [motion picture]

1974

4‐2413

Describes the different types of worms, grubs and lice
that infect cattle and the damage that they cause.
Recomends Tramisol and Warbex for treatment.

8‐8992

The story of mans desire to connect the Pacific and the
Atlantic Oceans by a canal. Shows how the construction
was made possible and the daily operations of the
canal. Follows an oil tanker through the system of locks
and canals.

Oxygen levels
Oxygen levels during an algal bloom
Oxygen liberation
Panama canal

Parade of color at ISC
Parks Years
Parks years :[motion picture] / bA
celebration. cIowa State University.

1986

Arc Vid 010

A banquet in honor of President and Mrs. Parks features
speakers, a film of the Parks years at Iowa State
University, musical entertainment, and remarks by
President Parks.

Parks years :[motion picture]
/ bExcellence in the Eighties ‐ Iowa
State University, 1982. cIowa State
University Information Service ;

1986

Arc Vid 011

Reviews the tenure of President Parks and features
some of the highlights and students along with his
honors and positions held while president of Iowa State
University.

Patterns of development during infancy. 1962

12‐3320

Infants, Child Developmen, Children ‐ Growth.

Patterns of progress. [motion picture]

ND

8‐1572

Agriculture

1971

4‐0336

Plant membranes, Cookery (Apples), and Cell
membranes.

1946

4‐0374

Vocational Guidance Film

1964

4‐0716

Demonstrates a method for measuring the rate of
photosynthesis using radiotracer techniques.

1979

8‐4643

Discusses the research being conducted with corn in
order to produce a stalk with higher yield and one that
is tolerant to both insects and bad weather.

Pastoral Farm Science, Cattle

Patuxent wildlife research center
Pepperoni Film
Pepperoni Pizza
Permeability of plant cell membranes
[motion picture]
Person making a sandwich
Pharmacist
Photography
Photosynthetic fixation of carbon
dioxide. [motion picture]
Phototropic response
Phytopath Comedy, part II
Picking the winners. [motion picture]

Picnic
Pig and the bricks
Tuesday, July 19, 2011
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Pig and the public. [motion picture]

1957

DVD 002 931

As a farmer goes through his day, he listens to other
people in the cafe, stockyard, packing plant, market, and
bank talk about what consumers want. Also issues
dealing with marketing at the proper weight, multiple
farrowings, amount of fat on cuts, waste from the
trimmings, what to look for in good meat‐type hogs, and
costs versus hog values.

Pioneer Corn Co. / Dr. Melhus at work
[motion picture]

1937

4‐7697

Shows various activities in the warehouse, plants and
fields of Pioneer Corn Company. Black and white clips
include a worker storing bags of seed corn in a building,
the warehouse, bagging seed, and corn on a conveyor
belt. Color clips include a man filling out an order, a
corn picker, men preparing to plant, test plots, a
truckload of workers going out to a field, detasseling, a
horse drawn disk, a horse drawn planter, fields,
pollinating, picking corn by hand, hauling wagons to a
barn, workers eating lunch, a grasshopper invasion, and
a man with a flame thrower.

Pioneer Hi‐Bred history :[motion
picture] / bRaymond Baker. cIowa
State University.

1991

Pioneer Hi‐Bred history :[motion
picture] / bWayne Skidmore. cIowa
State University.

1991

Pioneer Hi‐Bred history :[motion
picture] / bWilliam, "Bill",
Brown. cIowa State University.

1991

Pilsbury commercial, danishes

An interview with Raymond Baker who started working
for Pioneer Hi‐Bred in 1928 and advanced up to
company president.
Arc Vid 049

An interview about the early history of Pioneer Hi‐Bred
with a man who went from bookkepper to president of
the company.
An interview with Bill Brown who was the forst research
scientist with a Phd to be hired by Pioneer Hi‐Bred in
1945. He talks about the company, his part in the
breeding programs and how he became president, CEO
and Chaorman of Pioneer.

Planned steps:[motion picture] / Making 1950
chore‐time easier

8‐0093

Planning and landscaping

08‐3585

Tells how one farmer, by applying principle os work
simplification, reduced travel in doing farm chores by
more than 50 percent.

Planovers
Playtime at ISC nursery
Playtime at the nursery school. [motion

1938

Playtime at the nursery school. [motion
picture]

1938

4‐7818

Children play outdoors and inside a large screened tent
with oversized blocks, boxes, boards, kegs, elevated
ladders and swings. Indoors, children pick up and put
away their toys after playtime is over and work on
paintings and clay projects.

Playtime at the nursery school. [motion
picture]

1938

4‐7818

Children play outdoors and inside a large screened tent
with oversized blocks, boxes, boards, kegs, elevated
ladders and swings. Indoors, children pick up and put
away their toys after playtime is over and work on
paintings and clay projects.

Pollen and tube growth
Pollen and tube growth
Portable extinguishers
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Portable extinguishers. [motion picture]

1967

8‐5549

Discusses the different classes of portable fire
extinguishers, how they work, and what types of fires
they work on. Also shows how to put out electrical,
chemical and combustible fires. Production staff, D.
Frederick Cook, Don VerPloeg, John Bousek, Jack
Gutmann, Don Buchanan ; advisory staff, Keith Royer,
Floyd W. Nelson.

Portrait of modern egg‐layer research. [

1961

6‐0153

Poultry breeding and leghorn chicken.

Potato farm

ND

Poultry raising. [motion picture]

1945

4‐1011

Vocational guidance film.

Power and pride. [motion picture]

1959

6‐1235

no description

Power and pride. [motion picture]

1959

8‐7896

Student film.

Praire pioneers. [motion picture]

1977

6‐1021

no description

Preparation of less tender beef cuts. [mo 1972

4‐4606

Cookery (beef). Meat cuts ‐ Identification.

Preparing a crystalline candy‐fondant. [

1969

4‐7359

Preparing fondant frosting.

Preparing an amorphous candy ‐ butters 1969

4‐7358

Preparing butterscotch candy.

Preparing Pork Sausage
Preservation technology of the
1980's.[motion picture] / cLibrary of

1983

Arc Vid 030

In depth presentation on new preservation technologies
at the Library of Congress.

Preserving the past, insuring the
future.[motion picture] / cIowa State
University, Media Resources Center ;
Iowa State University Parks Library.

undated

Arc Vid 004

Discusses factors the destroy books such as insects and
mildew and visits the Iowa State University Conservation
Laboratory where books are cleaned, fumigated,
repaired, and custom boxes are prepaired. Script,
narration, Warren Kuhn ; photography, Ivan Hanthorn,
Tom Freelove, Warren Kuhn ; music, montage, Cynthia
Holden, Tom Freelove. Iowa State University Parks
Library.

President Eaton inaugaration.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University ;
producer, Michelle Warnke ; director,
Steven Kurtenbach.

1987

Arc Vid 016

Part 1 ‐ A brief history of Iowa State University, the
inaugural committee, and Gordon Eaton. Also an
explanation of gown colors, the procession of academic
dignitaries, and speeches by representitives of the State
Board of Regents, Iowa State University Department of
Philosophy, Faculity Council, Professional and Scientific
Council, and the Government of the Student Body. Part
2 ‐ Speeches by representitives of the Iowa State
University Alumni Association, State Board of Regents,
the Chancellor of the University of Illinois ‐ Chicago, and
the Governor of Iowa. Also a performance bu the ISU
Singers, the investiture of President eaton, and the start
of his speech, "A new vision". Part 3 ‐ The conclusion of
President Eaton's speech, the ISU Symphony and the ISU
Singers.

Preventing fires ‐ in miniture

ND

Price of victroy. [motion picture]

1942

6‐0126

Highlights of Vice Presdent Henry A. Wallace's May 8th,
1942 address to the Free World Association in New York
City. In it he describes the reasons for fighting and the
sacrifices that must be made

Printing

4‐0393

Vocational guidance film.

Probability & Statistics

DVD 002 767 disc 1
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Probability & Statistics and Counting

DVD 002 767 disc 3

Probability & Statistics: 15 Sample Space

DVD 002 767 disc 15

Probability & Statistics: Average & Varian

DVD 002 767 disc 28

Probability & Statistics: Binomial Distribu

DVD 002 767 disc 34

Probability & Statistics: Binomial Experi

DVD 002 767 disc 33

Probability & Statistics: Central Limit The

DVD 002 767 disc 46

Probability & Statistics: Central Limit The

DVD 002 767 disc 38

Probability & Statistics: Chebyshev's The

DVD 002 767 disc 29

Probability & Statistics: Combinations

DVD 002 767 disc 5

Probability & Statistics: Conclusion

DVD 002 767 disc 47

Probability & Statistics: Conditional Prob

DVD 002 767 disc 20

Probability & Statistics: Confidence Limit

DVD 002 767 disc 40

Probability & Statistics: Continental Class

DVD 002 767 disc 24

Description

Probability & Statistics: Counting Arrang
Probability & Statistics: Distribution of A

DVD 002 767 disc 44

Probability & Statistics: Empirical Study o

DVD 002 767 disc 2

Probability & Statistics: Expected Value o

DVD 002 767 disc 35

Probability & Statistics: Finite Sample Sp

DVD 002 767 disc 10

Probability & Statistics: From Equally Lik
Probability & Statistics: Independent Eve

DVD 002 767 disc 19

Probability & Statistics: Introduction to C

DVD 002 767 disc 14

Probability & Statistics: Introduction to I

DVD 002 767 disc 13

Probability & Statistics: Introduction to S

DVD 002 767 disc 39

Probability & Statistics: Joint Probability

DVD 002 767 disc 30

Probability & Statistics: Making A Binomi

DVD 002 767 disc 37

Probability & Statistics: Mathematical Ex

DVD 002 767 disc 25

Probability & Statistics: Mean of A Functi

DVD 002 767 disc 26

Probability & Statistics: Mutually Exclusiv

DVD 002 767 disc 12

Probability & Statistics: Operations on Se

DVD 002 767 disc 11

Probability & Statistics: Probabilities As A

DVD 002 767 disc 31

Probability & Statistics: Properties of the

DVD 002 767 disc 36

Probability & Statistics: Random Variable

DVD 002 767 disc 23

Probability & Statistics: Sample Space & t

DVD 002 767 disc 18

Probability & Statistics: Session for Teach
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
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Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Sessions for Teac
Probability & Statistics: Testing A Binomi

DVD 002 767 disc 41

Probability & Statistics: Testing A Binomi

DVD 002 767 disc 42

Probability & Statistics: The Bay Sesian A

DVD 002 767 disc 43

Probability & Statistics: The Monte Carlo

DVD 002 767 disc 17

Probability & Statistics: The Normal Distr

DVD 002 767 disc 32

Probability & Statistics: The Product Rule

DVD 002 767 disc 21

Probability & Statistics: Variability

DVD 002 767 disc 27

Probability & Statistics: Variance & Sums

DVD 002 767 disc 45

Probability and Statistics: Formulas and P
Problem & Review Session #1
Problem & Review Session #10
Problem & Review Session #11
Problem & Review Session #12
Problem & Review Session #13
Problem & Review Session #14
Problem & Review Session #15
Problem & Review Session #16
Problem & Review Session #2
Problem & Review Session #3
Problem & Review Session #4
Problem & Review Session #6
Problem & Review Session #7
Problem & Review Session #8
Problem & Review Session #9
Problem of drag. [motion picture]
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Producing pork in Iowa. [motion picture] 1953

12‐1925

Discussion of issues surrounding hog production in
Iowa. Talks about feed mixtures, sanitary and farrowing
conditions, seasonal variations in feeding, and herd
management. Visits a Rath packing plant where carcass
measurement and evaluation is taking place, the 1953
Iowa State Fair, where we see the Grand Champion
barrow, Reserve Grand Champion, and the Champion
FFA barrow, and the 1953 National Barrow Show in
Minnesota. Also shows a housewife shopping for pork
in a supermarket.

Product of pride. [motion picture]

12‐4350

Tells about beef production in Iowa, some of its history,
and how beef has become a part of everyday life.
Governor Robert D. Ray speeks about the role of beef
and cattle in Iowa, catlemen, and the role of corn in
beef production. Follows the route of a calf from its first
home, to a feeder and to a packing plant. Also shows
some of the research being conducted at Iowa State
University in Ames.

Promises to keep. [motion picture]/ Nati 1969

12‐3387

education ‐ urban; federal aid toe education

Propulsion [motion picture]

1956

12‐2272

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Propellers ‐ aerial.

Public perceptions of agricultural
biotechnology.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1987

Arc Vid 020h

Speakers discuss "The dark side of biotech" ‐ survey
results of farmers reactions to different impacts, "Old ag
vs. new ag" ‐ a journalistic perspective on the
advantages od new agriculture, and a survey on public
perceptions of biotechnology and genetic engineering.
The panel also answers questions from the floor.
DGordon Bultena, Bill Freeburg, Gladys White.

Quiet too long. [motion picture]/
Guggenheim Productions; National
Education Association; Iowa State
Education Association

1967

12‐1043

Studies the new militancy of teachers who are rising up
in protest against poor school facilities. Observes the
work of two teachers in the classroom, on the streets, in
budget meetings, and at a space center.

4‐7590

Shows children coming out of the water at Carr's Pool in
Ames, Iowa and Red Cross volunteers collectiong
information from the children beside the pool. Also
shows women and children going up the ramp into the
back of a cattle truck and a man shutting the gate. The
West Story County Red Cross "woodie' wagon pulls into
the parking lot next to a Hudson.

Arc Vid 021

Tells of the construction of Iowa State University Parks
Library and shows it as a great addition to the world of
knowledge.

ND

Rath coldcuts
Rath Hard Salami
Rath Hickory Smoked Bacon
Rath on Let's Make a Deal
Rath Plants
Rath Sales Meeting Film
Rath Sponsorship Leader
Ray's body shop fire

ND

Red Cross swimming. [motion picture] /
Campus films

ND

Reflections :[motion picture] / bA
reality for the 80's. cIowa State
University Media Resources Center.
Refrigerator commercial
Tuesday, July 19, 2011
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Regulation of agricultural
biotechnology.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1987

Arc Vid 020b

Speaker discusses biotechnology and boiethics group at
Iowa State University and ethical implications in
engineering. Professor Tolin speaks on genetic
modifications, scientific benefits and risks, regulations
past and present, and the needs and bebefits of open
guidelines. Questions from the floor are also taken

Relocation ‐ the problem, the solution. [

1968

6‐0174

Sioux City, Iowa. Housing finance.

Research clips. [motion picture]

1959

4‐7799

Clips of two research films from Iowa State University.
Pig Habits ‐ Time lapse photography of swine in two
pens. Shows some of their habits, sleeping
arrangements, and if there is a "peck order". Also one
finding ‐ when someone enters the building, they are
aroused ‐ usually "raid‐the‐refrigerator" before going
back to sleep. Reloading irradiator ‐ An overhead view
of relading an irradiator and the handling of radioactive
cobalt. Serves to orient technicians for future
operations as well as to give basis for discussion of the
handling itself. Uses mirrors to get the required
coverage.

Research design on non‐continuous mot ND

8‐0317

no description

Responsibility, values and making
decisions about bioethics.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

Arc Vid 020c

Speaker discusses the moral dimensions involved in
assessing impact of bioethical research, group
responsibility versus moral responsibility, and differing
viewpoints and their relations to policy decision.
Examines the net gain, constraint, holistic and top
priority / trade off views. They also answer questions
from the floor. Rachelle D. Hollander, Dave Klino.

4‐0291

Vocational guidance films.

8‐9072

Shows some of the practices devised by landscape
architects in Ohio's 12 highway engineering divisions
that proved to be successful in the control of erosion
and restoration of trees and vegatation along highways
such as US Highway #33.

4‐0914

The all college cirriculum committee discusses how to
get more than a routine answer from department heads
about class survey of offerings. After scheduling
interviews with all department heads, a committee
woman waits for action to be taken by even her own
department.

1987

Restaurant Operator
Roadside erosion control in Ohio.
[motion picture]

1943

Rose Bowl review. [motion picture]

1957

Routine attention. [motion picture]

1960

Runkel
Running back recruitment film.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1985

Shows game highlights, the Iowa State University
campus, weight rooms, training table, and members of
various other positions on the football team.

Running backs ;[motion picture]
/ bMarques Rogers. cIowa State

1984

Focus on Marques Rogers from Joplin High School to
practice with the Iowa State University football team.

Russian Gymnastics
Safe bicycling in traffic. [motion picture] 1981

Tuesday, July 19, 2011
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The proper way to ride a bicycle on the road with traffic
and handling techniques such as quick stops and turns.
Filmed in and around Des Moines and Ames Iowa.
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San Francisco World's Fair. [motion
picture]

1939

4‐7601

Views of distant mountains taken while traveling, 8 man
rowing competition, the grounds of the San Francisco
World's Fair, and views across the bay with the Oakland
Bay and Golden Gate bridges.

School for Johnny. [motion picture]

1958

8‐2057

Shows the process that an architect goes through when
designing a school building. Shows what he must
consider, who he must meet with, and the construction
of the school.

School for Johnny. [motion picture]

1958

8‐2057

Shows the process that an architect goes through when
designing a school building. Shows what he must
consider, who he must meet with, and the construction
of the school.

School house in the red. [motion picture] 1948

16‐0001

Concerns rural families weighing the advantages of a
consolidated city school system. Few points are mad for
the one‐room school house; the thrust of the film is
consolidation.

Science in the corn rows. [motion
picture]

1953

6‐0186

Details the processes that Pioneer's corn breeding
laboratory in Johnston, Iowa has developed to produce
quality hybrids. Explains how carn varieties are
obtained from all over the world and how inbreds are
purified, crossed and tested. Demonstrates hand
pollination, planting, shelling, and record keeping at the
lab. The quality of the inbreds is tested against insects
and selected for root strength, ear height,
germanization, picking and resistance to disease.
Farmers vote on each hybrid's popularity. Emphasizes
the crossing, testing and selecting methods Pioneer
employs.

Scott County dairy tour. [motion picture] 1932

4‐7750

Shows some of the boys of the Scott County Iowa 4‐H
club as they tend to their corn, swine, and cattle
projects. Mr. Wright of the Iowa Dairy Association gives
the dairy boys pointers while at the Kuhl farm, shows
the 15 cars used for the tour driving down the road, a
picnic, and dairy calf training.

Screen News Digest. [motion picture]

1959

08‐0294

Screen News Digest. [motion picture]

1962

08‐0297

School House Commercials, "Little Racer

Seattle News Early Edition
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Seattle Washington to Kyoto Japan.
[motion picture]

1929

DVD 001 396

Iowa State College Landscape Architecture Professors
Elwood and Popham take 4 student, Bethane Carpenter,
John Hall, Max Bird and Norman Morris, on a tour of
Japan, China, Phillipine and Hawaiian Islands. Shows
members of the party, Captain Kobyashi, crew members
and other passengers on board the SS "Africa Maru" as
they depart Seattle, Washington and celebrate the 4th
of July at sea. In Tokyo they visit the New Art Gallery
Uyeno Park, meet with Matsumoto and the Secretary to
Viscount Shubisawa, tour the Imperial Garden of the
Detached Palace, and meet the Uyehara family in the
gardens of the Imperial Hotel designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright. At Nara they view the enterance to the Great
Park, private residences, and deer in the park while a
storm approaches. On to Kyoto (Gion) where they see
floats for the Great Festival, moats and retaining wall of
the Nijo Imperial Palace grounds, Kinkakuji garden
pavillion, Daisen‐in Garden and Ryuan‐Ji Garden (15
stones and sand) by Soami, and the entrance to the
lodge of the detached Palace.

Secret of Flight

DVD 001 550

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Aerodynamics.

Selection of pattern and fabrics. [motion 1956
picture]

6‐0280

Explains how to select the proper size pattern, the
notions and the fabric that will best fit the pattern.

Self‐feeding haymaker. [motion picture] 1958

6‐0036

Tells of the advantage of the self‐feeding haymaker over
conventional haymaking and haystoring in better quality
hay and lower labor requirements.

Sheet Metal Worker

4‐0120

Shows sheet metal work being done by hand and by
machine.

Shock

6‐1337

First aid illness and injury.

Shock

6‐1337

First aid illness and injury.

1955

4‐0944

Cattle breeding and veterinary hygiene.

Small Town, U.S.A. [motion picture] :
Anamosa, Iowa

1957

12‐0576

A depiction of a typical small American town made for
foreign audiences. The town in the film is Anamosa,
Iowa, which depends on agriculture for its existence. A
cross‐section of the population is shown, as well as
various town activities.

Small Town, U.S.A. [motion picture] :
Anamosa, Iowa

1957

12‐0576

A depiction of a typical small American town made for
foreign audiences. The town in the film is Anamosa,
Iowa, which depends on agriculture for its existence. A
cross‐section of the population is shown, as well as
various town activities.

Shock

Siems

ND

Silent policemen

ND

Sink or swim: final exams
Sire health. [motion picture]
Sliced Meat Commercials
Sliced Meat Commercials

Smokehouse
Smokehouse commercial
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Snapping stand & Hitzhuser beefmaker,

ND

Social impacts of technology.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1987

Sodium 1080

1955

Soil conservation districts and Iowa peop 1953

Call Number

Description

Arc Vid 020k

Speakers discuss the importance of the land grant
institution in biotechnology and its economic aspects,
the application of BGH hormones and the speed of
adoption, and the results of a survey on what are proper
roles in conductive guidelines for university research
and current expectations of universities in results. The
panel also answers questions from the floor. November
4, 1987, 3pm.

16‐0127

Soil conservation.

Soil conservation Service (CP) spots
Soil conservation with regular farm
equipment. [motion picture]

1960

8‐3592

Suggests simple methods farmers can utlize to protect
soil from water run‐off. Examples include contour
farming, strip farming and terracing. Shows how
farmers can fill gullies and construct terraces using a
simple field plow. Also instructs on how to best
maintain terraces and grass waterways.

Soil conservation with regular farm
equipment. [motion picture]

1960

8‐3594

Suggests simple methods farmers can utilize to protect
soil from water run‐off. Examples include contour
farming, strip farming and terracing. Shows how
farmers can fill gullies and construct terraces using a
simple field plow. Also instructs on how to best
maintain terraces and grass waterways.

Soil erosion work in Kansas. [motion
picture]

1942

4‐7683

Shows conditions along roads in Kansas and what is
being done to control the erosion of the banks and
runoff into ditches. Shows men inspecting damaged
areas, planting and spreading ground cover.

6‐1522

no description

4‐0827

Researchers in a laboratory study soil tillage and
compaction.

1955

8‐1206

Soils analysis and soils testing.

Solution process. [motion picture]

1961

4‐7743

Water and benzene are used as solvents for solids to
demonstrate how the solids are affected after being
introduced to liquids.

Songs of the wild wood

ND

Soil Machine
Soil model tillage studies. [motion
picture]

1959

Soil physical changes related to tillage to ND
Soil test. [motion picture]
Solar grail drying
Solar grain drying ‐ water pollution resea
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South Dakota to Montana. [motion
picture]

1927

DVD 001 395

A record of Professor Elwood's trip with Landscape
Architecture students Breeze, Vinton and Hanford
through the US west in an Essex sedan covering 10,000
miles. Shows some of the highlights of a tour of US
western National Parks in 1927 by Professor Elwood and
three Landscape Architecture students from Iowa State
College. In South Dakota they visited Cedar Canyon, the
Badland's National Monument, the summer home of
President Coolidge and saw Mrs. Coolidge out on the
porch, and climed Harney's Peak, the highest in the
Black Hills ans visited the fire watch station there
manned by an Iowa State graduate. From there they
traveled on to Yellowstone National Park where they
saw the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Upper and
Lower Falls, Old Faithful, Mt. Washburn, and has close
encounters with bears. It was then on to Glacier
National Park where they arrived on July 3rd and spent
the next five days. While there they visited Lake
McDermott and hiked the Gunsight Pass.

Soybean Sheller

ND

Soybeans

ND

SPCM 400 / Also Sprach W.C. Fields

1984

Spring In the Woodland

4‐3138

Ledges State Park in Iowa. Wildflowers.

Spring in the woodland. [motion picture] 1951

4‐3138

Ledges State Park in Iowa. Wildflowers.

Special Campus films
Special Campus films
Spokesman auditions
Sporangial germination
Sports highlights
Sports highlights

1950

Spring intramurals at Iowa State College
St. Petersburg Florida to West Palm
Beach Florida. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 512

1931 LA ( landscape architecture ) 142c trip. 520
$aIowa State College Landscape Architecture Professor
Elwood takes students on a tour of the southern and
eastern United States. Shows stops at the Great Pier in
St. Petersburg along with hibiscus and grapefruit
orchards in the area. 520 0 $aFrom there they traveled
on to Coral Gables where they visited a Venitian poll
with a refreshment porch and saw one of the formal
entrances. It was then on to the Deering Estate in
Coconut Grove. 520 0 $aFrom there it was on to Palm
Beach via Ocean Drive where they visited Memorial
Park, West Palm Beach patio gardens, The Everglades
Club designed by Mr. Meisner, and saw the arcade of
business street.

Stability and control. [motion picture]

1956

12‐2271

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Stability of airplanes.
Aiplanes ‐ control systems.
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Stabilization: [motion picture] / Holding
the road

1973

8‐8765

A discussion on the major problems with secondary
unpaved roads and how to improve them. Demonstrates
the process of stabilizing road bed soil and explaines
how soil stabilization methods improve performance
and endurance of the road. Also discusses the various
chemicals that can be used to treat the road surface.
Presented by Koehring Road Division and Iowa State
University.

State fire school promotional. [motion pi 1960

6‐1450

no description

State fire school. [motion picture]

6‐1131

no description

4‐0622

Shows the steps in the making of steel from iron ore to
pig iron to finished product. Demonstrates the pouring
of the molten white hot liquid through the rolling mills
and the molding of different shapes and sizes of steel
products. The manufacture of steel pipes is portrayed,
including the methods used to produces seamed,
seamless pipe, flexible or smaller pipes. Details the uses
of steel pipes in homes, cities and reservoires and the
value of steel in machinery production and ship
building. Emphasizes the importance of steel to our
civilization.

Stark Wetzel hotdog commercial
State fire school

1960

1961

Steel

Stepping into tomorrow today.[motion p

No description

Stories are for telling. [motion picture]

1967

4‐7424

A mother reads a bedtime story to her son from a book
of stories. After he falls asleep, she take the book in
order to learn more of the stories to tell. She thinks
about other story sessions with children, what her son
has learned from stories, and how he likes to share
them with other children at school.

Stories are for telling. [motion picture]

1967

4‐7424

A mother reads a bedtime story to her son from a book
of stories. After he falls asleep, she take the book in
order to learn more of the stories to tell. She thinks
about other story sessions with children, what her son
has learned from stories, and how he likes to share
them with other children at school.

1964

12‐3175

Discusses the basic requiprements which are the same
in all Des Moines high schools and some of the
specialized courses available at Tech. Tells of their
aviation department, automobile shop, machining, sheet
metal working, welding, painting and decorating,
woodworking, drafting, technical drawing, commercial
art, food preperation, hotel/restaurant management,
talioring and dressmaking, health services, printing,
electronics, radio and tv production, business and
computer programming opportunities available to the
students.

Story of a Prairie Farm
Story of Des Moines Technical High
School. [motion picture]
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Story of Des Moines Technical High
School.[motion picture]

1964

12‐3174

Discusses the basic requiprements which are the same
in all Des Moines high schools and some of the
specialized courses available at Tech. Tells of their
aviation department, automobile shop, machining, sheet
metal working, welding, painting and decorating,
woodworking, drafting, technical drawing, commercial
art, food preperation, hotel/restaurant management,
talioring and dressmaking, health services, printing,
electronics, radio and tv production, business and
computer programming opportunities available to the
students.

Story of Doctor Carver. [motion picture]

1938

4‐3410

Re‐enactment of George Washington Carver's brith and
the selling of his parents by night raiders. His time at
Iowa State and the move to Tuskegee where he
developed his plans for peanut and cotton rotation in
the fields. Also the development of markets for the
peanut.

Story of the bells. [motion picture]

1963

4‐7785

Shows scenes of the campanile on the central campus of
Iowa State and Ira Schroder at the keyboard of the
Edgar W. and Margaret McDonald Stanton Memorial
Carillon. Tells how this was the first scientifically‐tuned
chimes to be installed anywhere in the world, how the
bells are played, and what causes the bells to have
different pitches and volumes. Also discusses the
composition of music for the bells and some of the
inscriptions found on them.

Story of the vortex [motion picture]

1956

12‐2276

Lippisch, Alexander, 1894‐1976. Vortex ‐ motion.

12‐7723

Students with learning disabilities such as dislexia, talk
about their troubles in the classroom. A counselor
explains the types of testing done to determine learning
disabilities and the solutions to help students learn.
Counselors are also shown working with students.
Filmed in part on the Iowa State University campus.
Associate directors, Cyndi Mahoney, Rick Smith, and
Carol Shippey ; sound, Jim Long ; cinematographer,
Pedro Pablo Celedon ; lighting, Bill Michener ; editor,
Rick Smith ; associate editor, Bill Michener ; production
manager, Rich Ness ; production Associate Cecilia Chu ;
music. Bill Michener ; faculty advisor, Richard Kraemer ;
technical advisor, Dee Wright and Lea Hinz. Appreciation
to ‐ Teaching Resources Corporation for permission to
use portions of Subtest Four, Visual Auditory Learning,
from the Woodcock ‐ Johnson Psycho ‐ Educational
Battery. Produced by students in Telecommunicative
Arts, Department of Speech, Iowa State University ; in
cooperation with, Iowa Association for Children and
Adults with Learning Disabilities and the Iowa State
University Research Foundation.Frank Gresham, Kevin
Nelson, Ann Richards, Joyce Suchsland, Drake Duane,
Dean Hoover, Walter Block, Dee Wright, Wayne Osborn,
Student Counseling Service, Iowa State University.

Strange case of the smoldering Haymow ND
Strawberry Picker

1970

Strengths & Weaknesses
Strengths and weaknesses: [motion
1980
picture] / College students with learning
disabilities
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1940

4‐7568

Part 1 ‐ Summertime afternoon activities sponsored by
the Recreation Commission of Ames Iowa. Shows
various sports and craft activities that youth of all ages
may participate in at Welch School, (was located at the
corner of Lincolnway and Sheldon), Brookside Park, City
Park, (Duff Ave. and 5th), Carr's Pool, and at the
Bandshell. Also showa part of the 1940 Kiddies'
Aquakade. Part 2 ‐ More actiities including tennis,
baseball, and the Junior Golf Tournament. Also
activities at Camp Comar, crafts at Brookside and
Sheldon‐Munn, and the Kids Parade at City Park, (corner
of 5th and Carroll Ave.).

Surveying and mapping. [motion picture] 1941

4‐7751

Students learn the fundamentals of surveying and the
use of the equipment in courses taught on the Iowa
State Campus in Ames. They also learn how to make
maps using aerial photographs as guides.

Summer program of play…
Summer program of playground
activities. [motion picture]

Swept Surface
Symposium on Weed Control

Symposium on Wee

Table setting and bed making

ND

Taking the pasture to the cows. [motion
picture]

1953

Tank

1965

TCA ‐ RHK picnic.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1991

4‐0814

Shows experiements on farms from around the country
where farmers cut forage from the fields and deliver it
to the cattle in the feedlots. Tells of their success,
testing done by Iowa State researchers, and the varied
solutions and wagon delivery systems that the farmers
have developed.

A picnic held for the Iowa State University
Telecommunicative Arts Department and for Richard H.
"Dick" Kramer's retirement on May 4, 1991. Friends
relate ancedotes about his life.

Teen party hot dog commercial
Television picture tube
Tenderizing Pork
Tennessee. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 510

Travels through the southern United States where they
view a confederate statues, homes in a small town, and
boys playing football in a yard. From there they
traveled on to view a new power plant with iys lake,
dam, and new community for its workers, dam
construction (Possibly for other Tennessee Valley
Authority power stations), rural communities where girls
are doing laundry outdoors in tubs and a woman is
standing over a tub on a fire, see a waterwheel working
at a mill, logging and mining operations. From there it is
on to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

1952

8‐0458

Depicts the habits of termites and the methods used for
control.

Termite control
Termite control. [motion picture]
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This is conservation in Iowa. [motion
picture]

1964

12‐6826

Discusses the roles and divisions of the different
departments of the Iowa Conservation Commission.
Tells of fishing and water quality checks, fish and bird
hatcheries, stocking efforts, woodland management,
and the state forest nursery. Tells about pheasant, duck,
goose and deer hunting in Iowa, the migratory
waterfowl program, game bird management, hunter
education and the Mississippi flyway. Also describes
other attractions and operations they manage such as
the wildlife traveling exhibit, the research station
located at the Ledges State Park, camping and state park
attendance, Backbone State Park, Maquoketa Caves,
water safety and recreation.

1961

8‐3206

The area of Iowa that is served by the Iowa Public
Service Company electric lines, (the Highway 20 corridor
and western Iowa south to Interstate 80). Farmland,
cities, (such as Sioux City and Waterloo) and industry of
the region, (Swift, John Deere, Dekalb, Wells Blue
Bunny, and turkey processing) are featured. Also shown
are schools, transportation, utilities, recreation,
museums, service clubs and chruches.

Thoroughly modern millions. [motion pic 1970

6‐1202

no description

Thou Shalt Not Kill pt 1

12‐0150

no description

Arc Vid 018

Three entomologists at Iowa State University explain
different aspects of their duties. One explains the
operation of a scanning electron microscope, another in
a greenhouse disucees insect host plant resistance
research, and the third explaines what his role is as an
extension entomologist. Robert E. Lewis, Wilbur D.
Guthrie, Harold Gunderson.

This is Iowa ‐ the cooperative story
This is Iowa: [motion picture] / North
west and north central

This is ROTC
This is your highway commission

Thou Shalt Not Kill pt 2
Thought for food
Three entomologists.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1971

Three strikes on fire

ND

Tillage experiments using model moldbo ND
Time for action. [motion picture]

1956

6‐1244

Iowa Universities and Colleges

Time for action. [motion picture]

1956

6‐1245

no description

Time for action. [motion picture]

1956

6‐1246

no description

Tips from your freezer. [motion picture]

1951

8‐0164

Frozen foods.

Tips from your freezer. [motion picture]

1951

8‐0164

Frozen foods.
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Todays newspaper. [motion picture]

1956

8‐0120

A newspaper carrier delivers the Saturday paper to the
home of John Helm who then tells us about the
production of a daily newspaper. He discusses the role
of the Managing Editor, Editors, Reporters,
Photographers, Editorial Writers, the Advertising
Department, the Classified Advertising Department,
Business Offfice, Circulation, the work of lineotype
operators, Proof Readers, the Pring Shop, how the
printing plates are cast in lead, how the paper is printed,
the Distribution Department, role of carriers, and the
job of the Publisher.

Tokoyo Japan to Formosa

1929

DVD 001 397

Kiyozumi Landscape Garden in Fukagawn Park, Tokyo
(designed by Matsumoto), where a special reception
and gardening demonstration was held July 13, 1929 for
Professor Elwood and party. Also in Japan, the public
garden near the Meiji shrine, an English park‐like lawn
with a dense foliage background, and a public park inn
in Nara. It is then on Shanghai where they saw
Mandarin's garden and the Lungwah pagoda to the
south. Then in Formosa they visit the Keelung city
square and the Horai gardens where they see the
entrance gateway, a man pruning evergreens, and the
residence form the upper garden.

DVD 003 982

High School Band day at an Iowa State College
(University) football game, the Iowa State College
(University) Freshamn Band, and various formations
from pre‐game and half‐time shows from throughout
the season. Band travelled to Colorado that season.
$aDirector of Bands, Frank Piersol, Iowa State College
(University) Marching Band. Iowa State College
(University) Marching Band ; Alvin Edgar.

Tornado research
Total corn harvest

ND

Touchdown tempos. [motion picture]

1952

Toughest barrier
Town & Country "27
Tracy Henderson.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1984

Transpiration rates. [motion picture]

1968

Trasportation

Highlights of Iowa State University split end Tracy
Henderson during the 1984 football season against Iowa,
Drake, Texas A&M, West Texas State and Big 8
opponents.
4‐7787

Three prints of a two minute film on the loss of water
vapor from the aerial parts of plants. Shows a brief
microscopic study and different methods used to
measure water loss, and time lapse photography.

4‐0397

Bus drivers, Truck drivers, and taxicab drivers.

Trio production #93, Land Grant
Trip to China.[motion picture] / cIowa St 1985
TV picture tube. [motion picture]

A visit to the Hebei province of China.

ND

4‐0870

Various angles of a TV picture tube set up outdoors for
some type of demonstration and the men preparing the
surrounding area.

1960

DVD 002 925

Beef

TV promos and intros
Two steaks. [motion picture]
Tuesday, July 19, 2011
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Unfinished miracles: [motion picture] /
The story of agricultural research

1976

12‐6250

Agricultural experiement stations in the United States.
Agriculture research in the United States.

12‐6250

Agricultural experiement stations in the United States.
Agriculture research in the United States.

8‐6904

Looks at recent highlights from US Farm Report
broadcasts. Stories include rumors of Soviet wheat and
grain sales, Hirohito visit to YS, cattle flown to Iran,
tobacco crops, sheep, tomatoes, Iowa State Fair in Des
Moines and President Ford's speech, corn, snow depth
in the west, Red River flooding, weather, the Farm
Progress show held in Illinois, Kankakee County Fair
tractor pull, and the economic outlook for farm
machinery manufacturers.

Unfinished Miracles: The story of agricult
Unfinished Miracles: The Story of
Agricultural Research
Unknown
Unkown NASA ‐ Cleak Lake site
Untitled ‐ Miscellaneous Rath Ads
US Farm Report (NFO "28)
US Farm Report (NFO "29)
US Farm Report (NFO "30)
US Farm Report (NFO "31)
US Farm Report (NFO "32)
US Farm Report (NFO "34)
US Farm Report (NFO "35)
US farm report: [motion picture] / The
best of,

1975

Variety of Bacon commercial
Variety of Hot Dog Commercials
Variety of Rath Products
Various commercials
Various commercials
Various commercials
Various commercials (Rath)
Various commercials (Rath)
Various smoked meat commercials
VEISHEA

1946

Veishea

1942

VEISHEA 1940.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

1940

VEISHEA 1942 and 1956.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

Tuesday, July 19, 2011

Iowa State University VEISHEA, ( Veterinary medicine,
Engineering, Industrial Science, Home Economics,
Agriculture ) celebration of 1940.
Iowa State University VEISHEA, (Veterinary Medicine,
Engineering, Industrial Science, Home Economics,
Agriculture) celebrations of 1942 and 1956.
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VEISHEA 1947. [motion picture]

1947

12‐7771

Iowa State University VEISHEA (Veterinary Medicine,
Engineering, Industrial Science, Home Economics,
Agriculture) celebration of 1947. Shows the opening
ceremony and arrival of the queens, ISC vs. Missourti
baseball game, the Aerospace Engineering open house,
a fly casting competition, the spring football scrimmage,
canoe races on Lake LaVerne, ISC vs. Nebraska gold, a
model aircraft meet, and the parade with floats and
marching bands inculding those from Eldora High School
and Ames High.

VEISHEA 1948. [motion picture]

1947

12‐7770

Iowa State University VEISHEA, (Veterinary medicine,
Engineering, Industrial Science, Home Economics,
Agriculture) celebration of 1947. Shows the opening
ceremony and arrival of the queens, ISC vs. Missouri
baseball game, the Aerospace Engineering open house,
a fly casting competition, the spring football scrimmage,
canoe races on Lake LaVerne, ISC vs. Nebraska golf, a
model aircraft meet, and the parade with floats and
marching bands including those from Eldora High School
and Ames High.

VEISHEA 1990.[motion picture] / cIowa
State University.

Arc Vid 033

Shows a variety of VEISHEA activities at Iowa State
University including mud volleyball, the Stars Over
VEISHEA production of "Kiss Me Kate", department
displays, float building and the parade.

VEISHEA Clips

06‐2345

VEISHEA: [motion picture} / Iowa State
College

Tuesday, July 19, 2011

1942

DVD 001 391

Iowa State University VEISHEA, (Veterinary medicine,
Engineering, Industrial Science, Home Economics,
Agriculture) celebration of 1942 with the evening and
opening ceremony, arrival of the queens at Lake
LaVerne, President Hancher's speech, crowning of the
"Queen of Queens", and the presentation of the years
frist "Bombs" (yearbooks). (color) Dedication of the
new Christian Petersen fountain in front of MacKay Hall,
the military review, graduation and presentation of
awards on the field where Design and Howe Halls are
now located, and highlights of the parade with marching
bands and floats.
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Venice Italy to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. [motion picture]

1930

DVD 001 399

The tour group travels between Venice and Innsbruck,
Austria through the Alps by train and then on to France.
There they visited Versailles where they saw the
fountains, circular colonnade of Mansart, and fireworks
in the Basin of Neptune. They also visited Fontainbleau,
Napolean's island pavilion, and saw the long canal and
fountain. 520 0 $aThe tour then went on to Vaux‐le‐
Vicomte near Melum with the chateau that was owned
by Mons. Alfred Domier and garden designed by
LeNotre. While there they also saw the service buildings
and stables, and the statue of Hercules at the
termination of the main garden axis. 520 0 $aIt was
then on to Paris and the Champs d'Elysees, Malmaison,
favorite home of Napolean and Josephine, St. Germaine
Terrace designed by LeNotre with views of Paris, the
Seine river and clipped Horse Chestnuts. They also saw
Notre Dame, Jardin des Plantes, and a nearby Turkish
mosque. 520 0 $aIn England the party traveled to Kent
to see Groombridge Place gardens and stables, owned
by Mr. H. S. Mountain with house designed by Sir
Christopher Wren and gardens by John Evelyn and went
to see Brockhurst. Salt was then homeward bound on
the SS "Statesman" and a visit to Philadelphia looking up
Fairmont Parkway toward the new museum (
Philadelphia Museum of Art ).

Versa Tractor, Fox farm

ND

Veterinary medicine.[motion picture]

1939

4‐0802

A student that may be thinking about attending the
Iowa State School of Veterinary Medicine meets with a
professor in an office. We see a woman preparing slides
for use under a microscope, students in a classroom, a
laboratory, setting a broken rear leg of a dog, working
with Dr. George Fowler to immobilize a horse and
checking its mouth, and students examining a chicken
with a poultry professor. After this tour of the college,
the student leaves the office.

Victors circle. [motion picture]

1969

4‐7786

A young soldier writes a letter home to his wife while
stationed near some woods. The film cuts between him
at war, her at home, and a small boy at play.

Visit to Salisbury House. [motion picture] 1957

8‐0049

Highlights of the artwork and antiques in the Iowa State
Educational Association's headquarters in Des Moines.
Also I.S.E.A. programs for future teachers and other
activities.

Visiual Flow Studies of boundary layer tr

4‐5312

Airplanes wings.

Visiual Flow Studies of boundary layer tr

4‐5312

Airplanes wings.

4‐7585

Tells of the operation of the film unit of the Visual
Instruction Service and how requests for films are filled.
Shows how the booking department types up the order,
how the film is pulled from the vault, inspected, and
prepared for shipping.

Views of ISC Campus

Visiting band

Visual Instruction Service operations.
[motion picture] / Iowa State University

ND

Voices of Iowa State

Tuesday, July 19, 2011
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Vonolite test fire

1961

Vote 70 generations.[motion picture]
/ cVote 70 Project, Inc.

1989

Arc Vid 022

A historial account of the fight for women's sufferage in
celebration of the 70th anniversary it's passage.

Walden and Orr.[motion picture]
/ cIowa State University.

1987

War training at Iowa State. [motion
picture]

1941

4‐7814

Shows students in Navy uniforms marching on campus
streets by the Memorial Union and in town along Grand
Ave under the railroad overpasses. Also shows some of
them playing football on the field near where Howe Hall
is now located, cheeleading at Clyde Williams Stadium,
in class and working with metal.

Warm Courage and High Hope

1970

6‐1351

Future Homemakers of America

Wartime farming in the corn belt.
[motion picture]

1942

4‐1927

Middle west. Agriculture ‐ United States. World War ‐
1939 ‐ 1945 ‐ food supply.

Wartime farming in the corn belt.
[motion picture]

1942

4‐1927

Middle west. Agriculture ‐ United States. World War ‐
1939 ‐ 1945 ‐ food supply.

Washington D.C. and New York. [motion 1940
picture]

4‐7736

Traveling along a flooded river, scenes in Washington D.
C. and cherry blossoms. Also sights in New York City
from a hotel balcony looking down at a street and the
New York World's Fair gardens.

Washington to California. [motion
picture]

1927

DVD 001 502

Shows some of the area around Paradise Inn in Mt.
Ranier National Park, the loading of logs onto a Japanese
steamship for export in the ports of Longview, the
Columbia River valley and Mt. Momo Falls. From there
they traveled on to Portland Oregon, visited Crater Lake
National Park, San Francisco California, Stanford
University, Point Lobos in Monterey, and Yosemite and
Vernal Falls.

ND

8‐0795

no description

Three television commercials produced by Iowa State
University featuring coaches Jim Walden and Johnny
Orr. Themes were Memorial Day, Father's Day and the
4th of July. Also includes football hoghlights and
basketball highlights to be shown at the banquet.

Washington‐TV Film
We are the soil
West Story County Chapter Red Cross. [
West Story Red Cross

08‐0719

Whales and Whalerman
Whales and Whalermen

1957

8‐2298

Whaling

1957

8‐8926

Examines how American home design has changed from
about 1860 to 1960 because of the invention of electric
appliances, automobiles, and indoor pluming. Also
explains how the site is one of the most important
factors to consider when designing a home.

When trading begins. [motion picture]

1962

6‐1203

no description

When we farmed with horses. [motion
picture]

1979

DVD 002 930

History of draft horses in the middle west. History of
agriculture in the middle west. History of horses in the
middle west.

What happens on the news set
What is a house? [motion picture]

When fire comes
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Where's the water. [motion picture]

1971

6‐1367

Fire extinction ‐ water ‐ supply.

Where's the water. [motion picture]

1971

6‐1367

Fire extinction ‐ water ‐ supply.

Where there's smoke
Where there's smoke ‐ Smoke Master
Where there's smoke (black and white)

Who gets your beef dollar
Whole Town's Talking

DVD 000 843

Why study home economics?
Why study Home Economics?

4‐0969

Home economics

Why worry about fire

ND

Wide receiver recruitment film.[motion
picture] / cIowa State University.

1985

Wilmington Delaware to Lake Forest
Illinois. [motion picture]

1931

DVD 001 508

1931 LA ( landscape architecture ) 142c trip. 520
$aA
record of a trip taken by professor Elwood and students
from the Landsacape Architecture Department of Iowa
State College. Places visited on the trip include ‐
"Longwood", DuPont gardens near Wilmington, Del. ; R.
T. Stotesbury gardens, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia,
Jacques Grebey, Landscape Architect ; the Wissahickon
Parkway, Philadelphia ; "Old Ironsides" or "USS
Constitution, built 1794, rebuilt in 1927, docked at New
London, Conn. ; new Harvard University Dormitories
along the Charles River . 520 0 $aAlso the garden of
Gerard Foster, Bellefontaine, Lennox, Mass. And the
forecourt showing the replica of the famous Boboli
goats ; home of P. H. Elwood Jr., Fort Plains, New York ;
looking toward Cooperstown from along Otsego Lake,
New York, site of leatherstocking Tales ; in the garden of
the late E. Gorton Davis, Ithaca, New York ; Creeping
Bent Hall ; Cleveland Art Museum and garden ; four
representivities of Iowa State College at the Lake Forest
Foundation for Architects and Landscape Architcts ; and
the Rierson Garden, Lake Forest, Ill.

Winter on the campus. [motion picture]
/ Iowa State College

1930

4‐7598

Shows some gardens on campus in bloom in the
summer, two horse drawn buggies with many people on
board on Cemetary Hill in the fall, and the Landscape
Architecture building in winter along with College Creek
and the Campanile, memorial Lutheran Church, central
campus south of Catt Hall, (Old Botany), and Farm
House. Also shows a caterpillar snow plow on the
sidewalks near Curtiss Hall.

With our own hands.[motion picture]

1956

12‐3524

Mills County (Iowa) ‐ history. Soil and water
conservation in Mills County, Iowa.

With US farmers inside Russia

1956

4‐0028

Agriculture in the Soviet Union. Agriculture in the
United States.

Word to the wise

ND

Work Simplification

ND

Shows game highlights, the Iowa State University
campus, weight rooms, training table, and members of
various other positions on the football team.

Wisdom Series ‐ perspectives ‐ Ojan editi
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Workprint marking. [motion picture]

1968

4‐7796

Discusses two types of workprint markings, optical
effects and editorial revisions.

Yarn about a kitchen. [motion picture]

1955

8‐0118

Uses red yarn in before and after situations to contrast
the preparation of a meal in an unorganized kitchen
with the same meal prepared in a well planned one.

YMCA film. [motion picture]

1953

12‐6866

Possibly shot at the Lynn Fuhrer Lodge site in Ames Iowa
shows several young people as the chop wood, cut down
trees and push wagons of logs up a hill. Also shows
people riding horses, driving their old cars, using a
tractor to pull wagons, pumping water, cleaning and
sprucing up the lodge, raising the flag and fixing a meal.

You and your cooperatives. [motion pict 1952

8‐0577

Agriculture cooperatives.

You and your cooperatives. [motion pict 1952

8‐0577

Agriculture cooperatives.

Young bakers. [motion picture]

4‐7828

Shows two young boys who each make a cake from
scratch on their own and decorate them. They then
serve slices to a man and a woman seated at a table.

Yarn about a kitchen
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